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Kurzfassung (German Abstract)
Die vorliegende Arbeit umfasst die messtechnische Betrachtung der magnetischen Eigenschaften von Elektroblech, die Simulation von Leerlauf- und Kernverlusten in Leistungstransformatoren und reicht bis zur Untersuchung neuer Methoden zum Kerndesign. Der
Schwerpunkt liegt auf der Reduktion von Leerlaufverlusten, denn diese treten fortwährend und unabhängig von der Last auf und bestimmen damit wesentlich Effizienz und
Life-Cycle-Kosten von Leistungstransformatoren.
Der erste Teil der Arbeit beschäftigte sich mit der Messung der magnetischen Eigenschaften von Elektroblech, wobei ein eigenes Messsystem entwickelt und gebaut wurde. Es
ermöglicht eine softwaregestützte und daher automatisierte Messung nach Norm und ist
mit verschiedenen Messgeräten kompatibel; wie mit den etablierten Geräten SingleSheet-Tester und Epsteinrahmen. Beide Messgeräte können die magnetischen Eigenschaften von Elektroblech innerhalb der Blechebene erfassen, eine Messung orthogonal
zur Blechebene ist jedoch nicht möglich. Daher wurde ein neues Messsystem zur Untersuchung der magnetischen Charakteristika von Elektroblech senkrecht zur Blechebene
entworfen. Die Eignung des Messgerätes wurde im Hinblick auf parasitäre Effekte wie
beispielsweise Streuflüsse im Detail untersucht. Ein Vergleich der Ergebnisse entlang der
Blechebene und senkrecht zur dieser zeigte signifikante Unterschiede auf. Mit den Messgeräten wurden Hysteresekurven, die das Elektroblech magnetisch komplett beschreiben,
von sehr kleinen Aussteuerungen bis in die Sättigung aufgenommen. In einem weiteren
Teil der Arbeit wurde ein Hysteresemodell vorgestellt, welches auf Messdaten basiert und
eine Hysteresekurve für beliebige Aussteuerungen in guter Genauigkeit abbildet. Mit
Hilfe dieses Modells wurden drei unterschiedliche Magnetisierungskurven bestimmt. Sie
enthalten nur noch Informationen über die aussteuerungsabhängige Permeabilität des
Elektroblechs, vernachlässigen indes die Hystereseeigenschaften. Die Reduktion der vielen einzelnen Hysteresen, die für das jeweilige Material aufgenommen wurden, zu einem
Magnetisierungsverlauf, liefert jedoch eine einfache Beschreibung der magnetischen Eigenschaften des Elektroblechs.
Neben der direkten Untersuchung von Elektroblech, stand auch die Simulation der Kernverluste im Fokus der Arbeit. Es wurde eine Finite Elemente Analyse der betrachteten
Transformatoren mit einem Post-Processing-Algorithmus kombiniert. Die Transformatoren wurden anhand von Konstruktionsdaten des Herstellers detailgetreu modelliert, vor
allem in Bezug auf die geometrischen Abmessungen des Kerns. Die magnetischen Eigenschaften des im Kern verwendeten Elektroblechs wurden an einer Blechprobe gemessen
7
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und mit den drei verschiedenen Magnetisierungskurven abgebildet. Es wurden daraufhin
transiente Simulationen der jeweiligen Transformatoren durchgeführt um eine Flussdichteverteilung im Transformatorkern in Abhängigkeit von der Aussteuerung zu generieren. Die Verteilung der Flussdichte wurde in ihrem zeitlichen Maximum exportiert und
anschließend zur Berechnung der Kernverluste im Post-Processing-Algorithmus genutzt.
Vergleiche von diesen Simulationsergebnissen mit Messungen am Transformator haben
gezeigt, dass eine genaue Kenntnis der im Kern verwendeten Blechqualität nötig ist, um
eine gute Übereinstimmung zu erzielen. Im Falle eines einphasigen Transformators
konnte sichergestellt werden, dass die vermessene Blechprobe in Bezug auf Hersteller und
Qualität dem Material im Kern entsprach. Hierbei ergaben sich geringe Abweichungen
zwischen Simulation und Messung der Leerlaufverluste. Eine genaue Vorhersage der Verluste durch die Kombination aus Finite-Elemente-Simulation und Post-Processing-Algorithmus während der Planungs- und Konstruktionsphase des Transformators ist nun möglich. Hersteller greifen bisher nur auf Abschätzungen und Erfahrungswerte von bereits
produzierten Transformatoren zurück. Die Leerlaufverluste sind daher bei der Wahl einer
anderen Blechqualität oder Designanpassungen unbekannt, wohingegen das in dieser Arbeit vorgestellte Verfahren zur Bestimmung der Kernverluste eine verlässliche Angabe
machen kann.
Die beschriebene Methode zur Simulation der Leerlaufverluste wurde im letzten Teil der
Arbeit eingesetzt, um ein neues Kerndesignkonzept zu untersuchen, mit dem Ziel die Verluste zu reduzieren. Transformatorkerne bestehen bislang nur aus einer Blechqualität. In
einem Mischkerndesign kamen nun zwei unterschiedliche Blechqualitäten bezüglich ihrer
spezifischen Verluste zum Einsatz. Zu Vergleichszwecken bestand ein jeweiliger Referenzkern nur aus einer Blechsorte. Der Preis je Elektroblechsorte hängt von den spezifischen Verlusten ab, je geringer die Verluste, desto teurer ist das jeweilige Blech. Das
Verhältnis der beiden Blechsorten im Mischkern wurde so gewählt, dass deren Gesamtkosten denen des Referenzkerns entsprechen. Neben der Blechauswahl war eine Variation
des Kernquerschnitts Teil der Designmethode, was sich sowohl auf die Herstellungskosten als auch auf die Gesamtverluste des Transformators auswirkte. Die Reduktion der
Verluste durch das Mischkerndesign wurde zunächst analytisch abgeschätzt um geeignete
Blechkombinationen zu finden. Die Ergebnisse der Abschätzung fanden Eingang in die
Verlustsimulation, die eine realistischere und somit genauere Bestimmung der Kernverluste ermöglicht. Letztlich wurde das Mischkernkonzept aus ökonomischer Sicht, d.h. an
Hand von Herstellungs- und Betriebskosten über die Lebensdauer des Transformators bewertet.
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1

Introduction

In the 1830s the pioneer Michael Faraday discovered the principle of electromagnetic induction and laid the foundation for electric power to become the backbone of modern life.
During the early days DC power was used in localized and isolated power grids, but with
the invention of the power transformer at the end of the nineteenth century, the development of constant voltage AC supply systems became possible. With power stations located far away from the consumer, the usage of power transformers was of highest importance to transmit electric power over long distances with low losses. Since that time,
transmission and distribution systems were restored in size and capacity to satisfy the
growing demand of electricity in industry and households. There was a constant need for
higher efficiency in these systems. After the Second World War, cold rolled electrical
steel as a key component of power transformer cores was produced on a commercial scale
offering significantly lower losses than the previously used materials. Developments during the middle of the 20th century in core design and manufacturing helped to reduce
transformer losses even further.
Environmental friendly and renewable generation of electric power is the goal of politics
today and leads to a more and more decentralized power generation. In the future, the
number of large power plants like nuclear or coal-fired power stations in the GW range
will decrease and at least partially replaced by solar and wind power. Especially wind
farms installed offshore are planned to cover the demand of electrical energy, and in the
case of Germany, a transmission via HVDC connection from coastal regions in the north
to its industrial centers in the south are part of the future strategy. Moreover, also in this
application, power transformers are a key element as a link between DC transmission and
AC power supply for the consumer. Hence, power transformers are and will be an essential and highly critical component in the power transmission and distribution network
which provides the infrastructure for growth and wealth in modern societies. The world
without this quasi unlimited and always available electric power supply is unthinkable
today.

1.1

Motivation

Power transformers are among the most valuable devices in the electric power grid. In the
case of large power transformers, the purchase price could easily reach several million
euros. Fig. 1.1 demonstrates the average composition of a purchase price belonging to
9
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large power transformers. Approximately two-thirds of the price are true material costs
including electrical steel, copper and other components like fixtures or tank. Electrical
steel donates almost one-quarter of the price turning it into a key raw material used in
power transformers. It is the component with the highest impact on efficiency and life
cycle cost of power transformers.

Fig. 1.1: Cost contribution of power transformer’s purchase price, data is derived from
[38, p. 11]
The efficiency of power transformers by means of core losses depends on the quality of
the electrical steel used to build the core. Core losses as part of the no-load losses in transformers are estimated to contribute up to 5 % of the entire generated electric power [49,
pp. 41-43]. They occur whenever a transformer is energized, and they are responsible for
operational costs over the transformer’s lifetime and could be at least in the same range
as the previous purchase price.
Another important point is the eco-design requirements for power transformers according
to COMMISSION REGULATION (EU) No 548/2014 [50] with regards to small, medium
and large power transformers. This directive defines upper limits for no-load losses and
lower limits for efficiency depending on rated power of transformers which will be
tightened over the next years.
As a conclusion, it becomes clear that an increase of transformer efficiency is the answer
for the mentioned aspects. Thus, the investigation of electrical steel’s properties, the simulation of core losses and the development of a new core design method are in focus of
this work.
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1.2

Objectives of the thesis

1.2.1

Measurement and modeling of magnetic properties

Magnetic characteristics of electrical steel can be gauged with two different measurement
devices, Epstein frame and Single sheet tester. Both devices are valid according to the
standards IEC 60404-2 [72] and IEC 60404-3 [70]. In this thesis, a new measurement
setup is built including hard- and software which enables measurements in compliance
with the mentioned standards. However, Epstein frame and Single sheet tester can only
record magnetic properties parallel to the sheet plane. Therefore, a new measurement device is developed offering the possibility to gauge magnetic properties of electrical steel
orthogonal to the sheet plane.
The recorded hysteresis data from minor to major loops are reduced to a magnetization
and a loss curve which are the main parameter sets to describe and grade magnetic properties of electrical steel. A new hysteresis model based on a Fourier expansion of the magnetic field is introduced and utilized to determine different magnetization curves also
known as B(H) characteristics.

1.2.2

Investigation of transformer core losses

Core losses limit the efficiency of power transformers. Therefore, it is of great importance
to be able to calculate core losses of a power transformer during its design stage. Nowadays, transformer manufacturers evaluate the no-load losses with core mass and loss curve
of the used electrical steel. A weighting factor based on core design and experience is
usually part of the estimation. However, the estimation might be inaccurate in the case of
core design or material changes.
As part of this work, a simulation approach calculating transformer core losses is
proposed. It relies on a combination of a Finite Element (FE) simulation and a postprocessing algorithm. Several different transformers are analyzed, and their geometric
dimensions as well as the magnetic properties of the used electrical steel expressed by
magnetization and loss curves, are implemented in FE software. The simulation results
are the basis for a novel post processing algorithm with the goal to calculate the core losses
of each transformer.
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1.2.3

Improvements in transformer core design

Power transformer cores typically consist of only one electrical steel grade, carefully chosen to meet no-load loss requirements of the customer. This work introduces a new core
design method aiming at reducing core losses. Two different steel qualities with repect to
their specific losses are assembled in one core. This mixed core design generates lower
core losses compared to a reference core design made of only one steel grade with the
same purchase price. The mixed core design could reduce life cycle cost of a power
transformer considerably. A finite element simulation validates this new core design concept. Finally, economic aspects evaluate the loss reduction of a mixed transformer core
design.
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2

Fundamentals

In this chapter, background and basic information is given for a better understanding of
the thesis. At first, the power transformer including all functional components is
explained. The main focus is the core of the power transformer with regards to design and
material. It consists of stacked electrical steel sheets. Stacking methods are described in
detail, and their influence on efficiency is discussed. Further on, ferromagnetic phenomena as they occur in magnetic materials like electrical steel are explicated.

2.1

Power transformers

A transformer is a static electrical device without continuously moving parts from a
physical point of view. It couples two or more electric circuits via induction and is part of
an electric power system (see Fig. 2.1). There is a loose classification of transformers
regarding their application in the electric energy system. Starting at the point of electric
power production, a generator step-up transformer (GSU) is implemented which increases
the output voltage of the generator for transmission. Different transmission systems by
means of voltage level are connected via coupling transformers. On the way to the consumer the voltage is decreased again by step-down transformers. At the end point of the
transmission, the voltage is finally reduced by distribution transformers to an appropriate
level used in households [47, p. 3].
Transmission

Transmission

Transmission
Household
Generator

Generator
step-up
transformer
(GSU)

Coupling
transformer

Step-down
transformer

Distribution
transformer

Fig. 2.1: Different applications of power transformers [47, p. 3]
Fig. 2.2 shows an 850 MVA generator step-up transformer (GSU) including all necessary
components. The transformer`s active part consists of core and windings placed in a steel
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tank filled with oil. The oil fulfills the purpose of insulation and cooling. The compensator
works as an oil overflow tank and controls the change in volume due to varying temperatures. Depending on the rated power of the transformer a forced cooling by radiators is
possible. Bushings connect the transformer to the transmission network.

compensator

bushing

tank
transformer core

winding

Fig. 2.2: Sketch of an 850 MVA generator step-up transformer including all necessary
components, Siemens AG
This kind of liquid-immersed transformers are used for outdoor application whereas drytype transformers are usually chosen for indoor operation [48, section 2.1]. In this work,
the transformer core, its design and the magnetic characteristics of the material to build it
are of interest. Hence, all other components of a power transformer are left aside.

2.1.1

Core setup

A transformer core is made of ferromagnetic material to assure a good magnetic coupling
between the windings. However, it cannot be designed as a solid block which would cause
high losses and further on heat in the core due to eddy currents. To reduce eddy currents,
cores are laminated [48, section 1-4]. Cores of power transformers have usually core-type
design [49, p. 14]. The coils are stacked or wrapped around the limbs of the core whereas
the yokes close the magnetic circuit. Fig. 2.3 illustrates conventional core constructions
of single phase applications. In setup a) the windings are wrapped around the main limb
which has the double cross section as the two end limbs. This construction leads to equally
halved flux in the end limbs. There are also single phase transformer designs where the
14
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winding system is separated, and each part is placed on one limb as sketched in b). They
are sometimes used for applications of high ratings due to their excellent short circuit
capability. Both end limbs are equal in cross section. A further development of this design
is demonstrated in c), where two end limbs smaller in cross section are part of the core.
This four limb setup has the advantage of a reduced height which might be important for
transportation of heavy weighted transformers.
Yoke

Main limb

Windings

End limb

Limb

a)

b)

d)

c)

e)

Fig. 2.3: Core constructions of single phase transformers (a) – c)) and three phase transformers (d) and e)) [53, p. 39], [54, p. 93]
Fig. 2.3 also shows commonly utilized core designs in three phase applications. The design in d) is employed for small and medium-sized power transformers. The cross sections
of limbs and yokes are the same. The flux generated by one phase in one limb passes
through the other two, and no additional path is necessary which saves weight and material. However, as a matter of different magnetic path lengths comparing inner and outer
limbs, no-load current and losses become asymmetric. Similar to the four limb single
phase design in c), the five limb three phase setup in e) offers a height reduction to fulfill
requirements of railway transport.
Technical specifications, limits in manufacturing and logistical constraints influence the
chosen core construction. Under economic aspects, a three phase transformer is 20 % to
25 % less expensive than three connected single phase transformers for the same purpose.
15
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Concerning redundancy, one single phase transformer as a spare unit could be more economically useful than an additional three phase transformer [53, pp. 38-40].
The core cross section approximates a circular shape in limbs and yokes to fill the cylindrical windings as good as possible (Fig. 2.4 a)). The number of steps in the cross section
equals the amount of different stripe widths a manufacturer uses in the building process.
Depending on the size of the transformer, up to seven steps are preferred in small cores
whereas eleven or more are applied in cores of large power transformers like a GSU e.g.
[49, pp. 106-108].
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

a)

b)

Fig. 2.4: Stepped cross section (a)) and assembled core (b)) of a three phase three limb
power transformer
Fig. 2.4 b) demonstrates an assembled core for a three phase application (compare
Fig. 2.3 d)). To support the core structure, the top and bottom yokes are clamped with
beams around each side of the yokes. They are connected directly by clamping bolts or
indirectly by fixtures passing around the yokes. The last option leads to a bolt-less core
generating significantly lower losses [54, pp. 98-102 ]. The limbs are supported by bands
made of a high strength non-conductive material, which holds the laminations together
and prevents vibrations in service [47, pp. 10-15].

2.1.2

Stacking methods

There are several approaches building a laminated core which is essential to reduce eddy
current losses to an acceptable minimum. The core can be wound with one strip of electrical steel to produce a series of separate, concentric laminations per core step as explained in [51]. However, laid flat laminations build the main part of power transformer
cores as sketched in Fig. 2.5. The area where an outer limb meets a yoke is termed L-joint
while the region where inner limb and yoke unite is titled T-joint. Two forms of interleaved joints are common, squared and mitered joints. The squared form is popular for
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cores made of non-grain orientated steel (Fig. 2.5 a)). When grain-orientated steel is applied, additional losses occurs where flux passes through sheet areas orthogonal to the
grain-orientation. To benefit from the lower losses in grain-orientation, mitered joints are
invented as illustrated in Fig. 2.5 b). The handling of mitered joints is more complex and
therefore related to higher manufacturing costs compared to the squared joints.
Nonetheless, this drawback is outweighed by the reduction of no-load losses [54, pp. 9496]. The angle of overlap is between 30° to 60°, but an angle of 45° is usual [53, p. 41].
There are two stacking methods to handle mitered joints, single-step lap (SSL) and multistep lap (MSL), both illustrated in Fig. 2.6 [52]. It is obvious that the SSL concept is less
complex than the MSL method due to only two alternating steps. Nevertheless, cores
based on MSL are more efficient as indicated by the red dashed lines in Fig. 2.6 which
symbolize magnetic flux. Above and below the air gaps the flux density is higher in SSL
than in MSL joints producing extra losses in these areas [46]. Thus, the MSL stacking
method is applied even in small power transformers such as distribution transformers because the ratio of joint and core volume is higher for small transformers amplifying the
benefit of the MLS concept [49, p. 117].
T-joint

L-joint

45°

a)

b)

Fig. 2.5: Squared (a)) and mitered (b)) joints

Single step lap stacking (SLS)

Multi-step lap stacking (MSL)

Fig. 2.6: Stacking methods in mitered joints
In [40, 41, 52] the impact of air gap length and number of laminations per step are investigated coming to the conclusion, that a small number of laminations per step (best option
17
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would be one) and an air gap length as short as possible lead to few losses. The number
of steel sheets per layer also plays an important role. One sheet per layer generates lower
losses but causes high labor costs due to more complex core manufacturing. Hence, two
sheets per layer are commonly used in core manufacturing [53, p. 43]. An own test stand
to investigate different MSL arrangements is developed in [86] and published in [76].
Fig. 2.7 gives an example of an L-joint in a two limb single phase transformer based on
MSL stacking method (see the sketch for exact location). The overlapping corners of the
different laminations are clearly visible. One lamination consists of three steel sheets. And
three steps in yoke and limb direction respectively are part of the MSL.

Fig. 2.7: Example of MSL in a single phase transformer core

2.2

Electrical steel

Cores in power transformers consist of laminated electrical steel. Its characteristics determine the efficiency of power transformers which are explained in the following subsections.

2.2.1

Ferromagnetism and magnetic hysteresis

Magnetic phenomena are described by magnetic field H and magnetic flux density B. H
represents the movement of charges and B stands for force on charges. Both quantities
follow the principle of cause and effect. Their relationship is expressed by equation (2.1),
whereas the constant µ0 is the absolute permeability of 4·10-7 Vs/Am. The relative permeability µr has a value of 1 in vacuum, but it varies if magnetic material is present.
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B  μr μ0 H

(2.1)

The introduction of another field quantity, the polarization J, which denotes the effect of
material allows to rewrite equation (2.1) as follows:
B  μ0 H  J .

(2.2)

The polarization is defined by µ0 and the magnetization M:
J  μ0 M .

(2.3)

Further, the ratio M and H gives the magnetic susceptibility χm expressing the influence
of material on the magnetic quantities without their dependency in vacuum (2.4).
χm 

M
 μr  1
H

(2.4)

The behavior of µr and χm is a material characteristic, in the case of µr >> 1 and χm >> 0
it is called ferromagnetic. There are other magnetic effects like para- and diamagnetism,
but in this work, only ferromagnetism is discussed because electrical steel is a ferromagnetic material [61, pp. 183-185]. They contain elementary magnetic moments of quantummechanical origin. Ferromagnetism occurs when all magnetic moments are orientated in
the same direction, but according to Weiss1, the ferromagnetic material is subdivided into
magnetic domains which could have different orientations [39, pp. 4-6]. The domain distribution is established to reach a status of minimum free energy. Fig. 2.8 illustrates the
formation of a domain wall structure which minimizes its free energy from left to right.
At first, leakage flux closes the magnetic circuit. The domains are separated until the magnetization is zero, and the material contains the whole energy inside it.

1

Pierre-Ernest Weiss, Physicist: * 25.03.1865; † 24.10.1940
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Decrease of free energy

Increase of domains

Fig. 2.8: Formation of a domain wall structure [44, p. 11]
There is a thin layer between two domains called Bloch 2 domain wall, in which the elementary magnetic moments reverse their alignment (Fig. 2.9).

Domain 1

Domain 2

Bloch domain wall

Fig. 2.9: Bloch domain wall [61, p. 195]
The interaction of domains and domain walls during the process of magnetization determine the magnetization and hysteresis behavior of a certain material. Five different parts
characterize this process of magnetization. At the beginning in part I, the material is entirely demagnetized, all elementary magnetic moments compensate each other, and macroscopically the magnetization is zero. A small magnetic field is applied in the next state
(II), and the domains in a similar direction of the applied field grow while all others decrease. This wall movement is reversible in case of small fields which means the previous
state (I) is obtained with no field present and a hysteresis does not appear. While the field
rises, an irreversible domain wall movement occurs in section III. Hysteresis is now part
of the process. Some domain walls stay in position if the magnetic field is reduced and
the material remains partly magnetized. During this state of magnetization, the highest
permeability arises. In part IV a rotation of the magnetization appears until it is aligned
with the applied field. The permeability is small in this region of the magnetization curve.
2

Felix Bloch, Physicist: * 23.10.1905; † 10.09.1983
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If the magnetic field is increased even further, magnetic saturation by means of the saturation flux density BS is reached in section V, and the relative permeability equals 1. The
absolute permeability expresses the coupling between the magnetic field and flux density.
The red dashed line indicates a typical hysteresis loop in Fig. 2.10. At the crossing of
hysteresis curve and B-axis the magnetic field is zero but the material remains magnetized
with the remanent flux density BR. To reduce BR to zero, a certain magnetic field value
called coercivity HC must be applied. It is used to classify ferromagnetic materials. A
small coercivity characterizes soft magnetic materials like electrical steel, whereas a high
HC describes hard magnetic materials as they chosen for permanent magnets. The area of
the hysteresis loop describes the necessary work to magnetize a material from positive to
negative saturation and back. Hence, a small coercivity means less work and therefore
lower losses which is suitable for power transformers [44, pp. 11-12].
B
BS
BR

V

IV
I

III
II
-HC

HC

H

-BR
-BS

Fig. 2.10: Magnetization and hysteresis curve with different states of magnetization [44,
p. 12, 61, p. 197]

2.2.2

Iron losses

Electrical steel is a polycrystalline material, and these crystals or grains show a strong
magnetic anisotropy. They develop an entirely different magnetic behavior depending on
the direction of the magnetic field. In the 1930s Norman Goss3 invented a process of coldrolling and heat-treatment for electrical steel which improved the magnetic properties significantly along the rolling direction of the sheet [45]. This process orders the grains in

3

Norman P. Goss: * 02.04.1902; † 28.10.1977
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the direction of the best magnetic characteristics and achieves a high degree of preferred
crystal orientations [42].
The ordered direction of crystals or grains is termed Goss texture characterizing coldrolled-grain-oriented electrical steel. Power transformer cores are made of this product
which is called electrical steel from now on for convenience.
As mentioned in the previous section, the work processed during an entire slope of the
hysteresis curve can be expressed by its covered area. Equation (2.5) explains this conclusion [1, p. 57]. The specific work WS describes the work per unit mass whereas the
variable ρ gives the mass density. In a time varying field, the specific power PS equals the
time-related average of the specific work over one cycle T. The magnetization changing
with time is assumed to be sinusoidal for the following statements in this chapter.
B

WS 

1
HdB
ρ 0

PS 

11
dB
H
dt
ρ T 0 dt

T

(2.5)

The specific power PS is also known as specific total loss and is used to characterize the
quality of electrical steel (compare section 4.1). According to [43], PS can be separated
into three different loss components regarding the origin of the power loss. There are specific hysteresis PS, H, eddy current PS, EC and excess or anomalous loss PS, EX (2.6).
PS  PS, H  PS, EC  PS, EX

(2.6)

All three loss components are related to eddy currents, but their way and place of generation inside electrical steel is different. Hysteresis loss occurs while small domain wall
segments alternate between local minima of the system free energy creating localized
eddy currents and as a result losses around the jumping walls [39, pp. 26-27]. This kind
of loss is found to be proportional to the frequency f of the magnetizing field and to be
depended on the flux density amplitude B^ squared leading to equation (2.7).
ˆ2f
PS, H  C0 B

(2.7)

The second term in equation (2.6) belongs to the classical eddy current loss determined
by the geometry of the conductive material. The detailed deviation is given in [62] leading
to equation (2.8) which is only valid for thin conductive layers.
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PS, EC 

 

π 2σd 2 ˆ
Bf
6ρ

2

(2.8)

The classical eddy current loss relies on flux density amplitude B^ and frequency f squared
as well as on the material properties density ρ, conductivity σ and the thickness of the
sheet d [43]. To minimize this loss component, 3 % silicon is added during the production
process of electrical steel to reduce the conductivity. A higher percentage of silicon increases the brittleness of the material which is problematic for cutting the sheets. Another
option is a small thickness of the steel sheets explaining why transformer cores are made
of laminated electrical steel. Thicknesses in between 230 µm and 350 µm are commonly
used [69], but there are also high-performance steel qualities with a thickness of 180 µm
[64]. A thin insulation layer called coating covers the sheet from each side to prevent eddy
currents [68]. It is described as glass film with a thickness of 2 µm to 5 µm [64]. Both
possibilities, silicon content and sheet thickness complicate core manufacturing and therefore a compromise between handling and loss reduction is necessary [56].
The final term in equation (2.6) is named excess loss due to a difference in estimated
losses based on the two first components (PS, H + PS, EC) and measured losses (2.9). It
depends on the product of flux density and frequency by the power of 1.5.

 

ˆ
PS, EX  C1 Bf

1.5

(2.9)

Eddy currents around domain walls moved by the driving action of the external field generate this kind of loss [39, pp. 26-27]. Since excess loss depends on the scale of magnetic
domains, their size needs to be decreased. Laser or mechanical scribing perpendicular to
the rolling direction produces localized stresses at the surface of the sheet leading to a
domain refinement which reduces excess loss significantly [47, pp. 448-450].
The parameters C0 (2.7) and C1 (2.9) can be best determined at a flux density amplitude
of 1.5 T and two different magnetization frequencies in between 20 Hz and 100 Hz. Doing
so, equation (2.6) delivers a relative deviation between calculated and measured losses of
+/- 10 % in a flux density range of 0.7 T to 1.7 T [43]. Despite these variances, commercial software commonly implements the explained loss calculation method to model and
simulate iron losses in electrical steel [58].
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2.3

Maxwell equations

The Finite Element Method (FEM, also called Finite Element Analysis (FEA)) is used in
ANSYS Maxwell which is the FE software applied in this work to simulate flux density
and magnetic field distributions in electromagnetic devices such as magnetic measurement equipment or power transformers. The applied frequencies are small, and a change
in field quantities happens simultaneously at every point of the model. Thus, simplifications according to conduction fields with skin effect are allowed here [59, pp. 120-125],
leading to the relevant Maxwell and material equations:
B( t )
t
  H( t )  J I ( t )
  E( t )  

(2.10)

  B( t )  0

and
B  μH
JI  σ  E .

(2.11)

Based on both sets of equations, a relationship of magnetic field H and flux density B can
be found:
B( t )
1

.
     H( t )   
t
σ


(2.12)

Equation (2.12) is used for transient, low-frequency application including nonlinear magnetization characteristics of the modeled materials [57]. Further details about the FEM are
stated in [55].
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Measurement of magnetic properties

The magnetic properties of electrical steel are gauged in compliance with the standards
IEC 60404-2 [72] and IEC 60404-3 [70]. These standards describe the test setup and provide all necessary requirements. At first, the measurement setup is explained while the
details of three different measurement devices are given later.

3.1

Measurement setup

The aim of the measurement setup is to record hysteresis curves from minor to major
loops within a magnetic polarization J^ of 0.05 T to 1.95 T. Additionally a frequency range
of 25 Hz to 300 Hz is provided. The hysteresis loops are gauged automatically across the
polarization and frequency range. The used hardware must be compatible with three different measurement devices. A graphic user interface (GUI) running on a computer
controls all measurements.

3.1.1

Hardware

The appendix of IEC 60404-3 [70] explains conditions for a digital hardware setup. A
minimum resolution of the A/D converter of 12 bit and a simultaneous recording of all
measured signals are required. To avoid a phase shift between signals, multiplexed analog
inputs are not recommended. Further requirements are discussed in the software section
3.1.2.
The setup to measure magnetic characteristics consists of one measurement device, a
power supply as well as a data acquisition and signal generation unit (see Fig. 3.1). All
three measurement devices behave like a single phase transformer without load in a first
approach. The magnetic field H and the magnetic polarization J inside the core of the
transformer, which characterize the investigated steel sheet samples, are computed with
Ampere’s and Faraday’s law. The primary current I1, the number of turns in the primary
winding N1 and the magnetic path length lFe are needed for the magnetic field calculation
(3.1). However, there are also other approaches to determine the magnetic field strength
using field sensing coils as stated in [63].
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The polarization J is calculated with the secondary voltage U2, the number of turns in the
secondary winding N2, the cross section of the investigated steel sheet samples AFe and
the applied frequency f (3.2). Due to the compensation of air flux in the measurement
device (compare subsection 3.2.1), the secondary voltage U2 is related to the polarization
J and not to the flux density B.
H  t   I1  t 

J t  

N1
lFe

1
U 2  t  dt
N 2 AFe 

(3.1)

(3.2)

The flux density B equals the sum of polarization J and the magnetic field H multiplied
with the absolute permeability µ0. The polarization contributes the magnetization of the
magnetically active material and the second term denotes flux density in vacuum.
B  t   J  t   μ0  H  t 

(3.3)

Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 provide a detailed overview of the measurement setup. The explanation follows the signal processing. The voltage drop across a high precision shunt resistor
RShunt of 0.5 Ω (tolerance: 0.1 %, temperature drift: 10 ppm/K) represents the primary current I1. An ohmic voltage divider reduces the secondary voltage U2 of the measurement
device with a transfer ratio of 0.8:1. Metal film resistors of the E96 row with a temperature
drift of 50 ppm/K are used. The entire input resistance yields 20 kΩ and fulfills the requirements in [70] of at least 1 kΩ/V, since the maximum value of U2 is always below
20 V. Both signals do not need to be amplified to the input voltage range of +/-10 V of
the data acquisition and signal generation unit DT9847 (see Appendix A.2) because of its
high resolution of 24 bit. Even signals in the millivolt range can be recorded easily without
quantization errors. The signal inputs for the voltage U2 and the voltage drop generated
by the current I1 work simultaneously to avoid phase shift between the signals due to
multiplexing. The DT9847 also generates an analog output voltage which is amplified by
a four-quadrant chopper and then applied to the measurement device. Another task of the
data acquisition and generation unit is the communication with a PC via USB connection.
Software running on this PC controls the entire measurement. A four-quadrant chopper
DCP 520/30 (see Appendix A.2) works as a power supply with a rated power of 500 W.
It linearly amplifies the output voltage of the data acquisition and generation unit and
creates the primary voltage for each measurement device. This four-quadrant chopper can
be described as a power operational amplifier equipped with an external circuit (Fig. 3.2)
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creating a gain of 5.3 combined with a maximum output voltage of 25 V and a maximum
output current of 20 A.
Measurement device

Voltage divider

A

U2

D

N2

Data
input
buffer

N1

A

RShunt

D
Automatic
fuse

PC

I1

A
D
Four quadrant
chopper
(DCP 520/30)

Control
logic
&
USB
interface

Galvanic separation
(VariTrans A 26000)

Data
output
buffer

Data acquisition and signal generation unit
(DT9847)

Fig. 3.1: Sketch of the measurement setup
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) is additionally considered in the measurement
setup. Signals in the millivolt range need to be gauged which are very sensitive to electromagnetic interferences. Hence, all signal lines are kept as short as possible and are
realized with coax cables. Furthermore, the power supply is galvanic separated to the grid
by the use of an isolation transformer, which blocks disturbances on personal earth. To
avoid the influence of radiated disturbances the entire measurement setup is located in a
shielded room.
A safety concept is also part of this measurement configuration. An automatic fuse in the
supply path (Fig. 3.1) prevents too high currents which might destroy a measurement device. A sudden change in primary current could induce a high secondary voltage. The
analog inputs tolerate a maximum voltage of 60 V. Hence, two anti-parallel suppressor
diodes with a rated voltage of 24 V protect the secondary voltage input. They are
integrated into the voltage divider. A further safety feature is the galvanic separation (VariTrans 26000 A, see Appendix A.2) of generated and amplified signal to produce the supply voltage.
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Four quadrant
chopper
(DCP 520/30)
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Automatic
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Galvanic separation
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Data acquisition and
signal generation
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Fig. 3.2: Picture of the measurement setup

3.1.2

Software

A program implemented in the numerical analysis software MATLAB controls the measurement procedure. A graphic user interface (GUI) is part of it and offers an easy handling
of magnetic properties measurements. It visualizes measured signals, calculates results
and indicates controller progress. The software behind the GUI is responsible for automatic measurements including sample demagnetization and secondary voltage control.
Further tasks are the calculation of magnetic properties and data storage of results.
Fig. 3.3 demonstrates a flowchart of the software with all its steps. In the beginning, measurement device and sample parameters are initialized, and an appropriate demagnetization
voltage is defined. The investigated steel sheet samples need to be demagnetized to avoid
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the influence of a possible magnetic remanence on the measurements. As stated in [60]
the sample is magnetized to saturation, and then the flux density is decreased to zero by a
sinusoidal excitation voltage with a linearly descending amplitude. The user adjusts the
parameters such as voltage amplitude, frequency as well as rise and fall time. A frequency
between 5 Hz and 10 Hz, a rise time of 1 s plus a fall time of 10 s are recommended. The
voltage amplitude depends on the measurement device and must induce magnetic saturation in the sample. The demagnetization of steel is investigated and simulated based on
an own test setup in [75, 80, 81, 85].
In a next step, the user can choose the polarization and frequency ranges from 0.05 T to
1.95 T and 25 Hz to 300 Hz with an arbitrary step size. During the measurement of each
polarization and frequency step, the sample is demagnetized at first, and after that, the
control of the sinusoidal waveform of the secondary voltage comes into action. When the
allowed error values regarding polarization amplitude and the sinusoidal waveform of the
secondary voltage are accomplished, the sinus control stops and the generated primary
voltage is applied to the measurement device for an arbitrary number of periods. In the
meanwhile, the software records the secondary voltage and calculates the magnetic characteristics of the investigated steel sheet samples. Finally, measured and calculated data
is stored on the hard drive of the PC. In the following section, the relevant parts of the
measurement loop are explained in detail. Appendix A.1 illustrates pictures of the GUI
with all its features.
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Fig. 3.3: Program flowchart
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Fig. 3.4 explains the digital control system of the sinusoidal secondary voltage.
Ĵ

Calculation
of U2, ref

en
-

PI-Controller
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yn´
+

Output
buffer
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Signal
processing of
I1 and U2

Input
buffer

U1, n Measurement
device

1/G4qc·
(RShunt+RDevice)

I1, n
U2, n

Measurement
of I1 and U2

Fig. 3.4: Control algorithm of sinusoidal secondary voltage
The reference secondary voltage U2, ref is calculated using equation (3.2) for each desired
polarization amplitude J^. The controller processes one period of the secondary voltage per
cycle. In the beginning, a start polarization amplitude of 0.1 T is applied to the measurement device. U2, ref is then compared to its measured signal U2, n leading to the control
difference en which is the input of the PI-controller. It relies on an integration algorithm
with a trapezoid approximation preventing sudden changes in of the controller output variable yn [12, pp. 547-575]. Equation (3.4) gives its transfer function. The index n denotes
the actual cycle whereas n-1 stands for the previous cycle.
yn  yn-1  K P  en  en-1  

K PTC  en  en-1 
TI
2

(3.4)

Proportional action coefficient KP, reset time TI and controller cycle time TC must be adjusted for each measurement device separately and manually. Sometimes a readjustment
depending on the investigated steel sheet samples is necessary because their characteristics have a major impact on the control system behavior. Controller tuning as developed
by Takahashi [12, p. 574] is not practical here. The controller output variable yn is
increased by the voltage drop across shunt resistor RShunt and input resistance of the measurement device RDevice. A division by the four-quadrant chopper gain G4qc is also part of
this feedback path. This voltage drop across both resistors is the main reason for a harmonic distortion of the secondary voltage. It is considered as disturbance variable here,
leading to fewer cycles in the control loop and accelerating the control system. The improved controller output variable yn´ passes the output buffer and is amplified by the fourquadrant chopper which delivers the necessary power and generates the primary voltage
for each measurement device. The primary current and secondary voltage are gauged and
written into the input buffer of the data acquisition and generation unit. As part of the
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signal processing, the average period in primary current and secondary voltage across all
measured periods are calculated. Furthermore, the zero crossing followed by a maximum
in the voltage signal is detected. With the help of a curve fit, the voltage and the current
signal are shifted to the detected point as signal starting position, which is necessary to
avoid a phase shift between the reference and the measured voltage. Before the control
algorithm processes both signals, they must be filtered to reduce the impact of signal
noise. A digital filter fulfills this purpose. It is integrated into the control loop and is not
allowed to increase the cycle time. Otherwise, the entire control system is slowed down.
The easiest approach would be a moving average filter which is a good solution in time
domain. However, this kind of filter creates a substantial reduction of bandwidth which is
not practical in magnetic saturation where the content of harmonics in primary current
increases [13, p. 280]. The alternative is a filter in the frequency domain. A Fourier expansion of the current and voltage signal is calculated which delivers the DC component,
the fundamental and the harmonics of each signal. The signals in time domain are
inversely calculated with their fundamental and harmonics up to the 60 th order which is
sufficient according to [72], which mentions a minimum of 41 orders. Only odd order
harmonics are part of the original signals due to their point symmetry and therefore, even
order harmonics are neglected in the inverse calculation of the filtered signals. This kind
of filtering can easily be implemented into the control loop and does not prolong the cycle
time significantly.
The USB communication (between measurement unit and PC) plus the control operation
produce a cycle time of the control system TC of approximately 0.5 s. During that time the
control system processes one signal period between 3.33 ms (300 Hz) and 20 ms (50 Hz).
A real-time behavior of the controller is not possible. A buffer management for input and
output signals solves this problem. At the beginning of each control cycle, the input buffer
records primary current and secondary voltage. The control system works with this data
during the next cycle. The improved controller output variable yn’ is then written in the
output buffer for several periods to create a signal duration that equals at least the controller cycle time. The prolonged signal in the output buffer guarantees a continuous primary
voltage at the measurement device. The buffer management assures a synchronous comparison of the reference and the measured secondary voltage U2.
A real-time control system is not necessary for this kind of application. Although the controller cycle time is rather long with 0.5 s, the controller accomplishes a sinusoidal secondary voltage in less than one minute, even for high flux density values. The used control
system is cheaper and easier to realize than a real time controller. A real-time system
cannot work on a Windows based PC due to its non-deterministic behavior and instead,
complex microcontroller platforms would be necessary.
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The controller loop stops when the desired polarization amplitude and a sinusoidal secondary voltage are reached within defined limits. The form factor (FF) describes the relationship of the secondary voltage and an ideal sine waveform. The ratio of voltage RMS
value and average absolute value defines it (3.5).
T

FF 

1
2
 u2 ( t ) dt

T0
T

(3.5)

1
u2 ( t ) dt
T 0

According to the standards [70, 72] an FF for the secondary voltage of 1.11 with an allowed variation of +/- 1 % must be fulfilled. However, the FF is not an appropriate criterion to determine the distortion of the secondary voltage. Fig. 3.5 illustrates two measurements of the secondary voltage recorded for high magnetic saturation. In the red curve,
the voltage distortion is clearly visible although the deviation to the form factor is below
0.1 %. The blue voltage curve shows a contradicting behavior with a deviation in FF of
0.2 %, although the voltage distortion is obviously smaller in the blue voltage curve than
in the red voltage curve.

Fig. 3.5: Comparison of secondary voltages during a single sheet tester measurement
(compare section 3.2.2) at 1.95 T with control criterion form factor (FF) and total harmonic distortion (THD)
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Hence, the total harmonic distortion (THD) is chosen to describe the content of harmonics
in the secondary voltage [65]:

THD 

2

 Uh 

 .

h  2  U1 

hmax

(3.6)

The voltage`s fundamental component is symbolized by U1 whereas Uh denotes the harmonic component of the order h and hmax gives the maximum number of orders. In
Fig. 3.5, the red voltage signal delivers a THD of about 5 % whereas the blue record shows
a THD value of less than 2 %. Thus, the THD is a very feasible criterion for this purpose
and it is limited to less than 1 % for all measurements.
After the controller generates an appropriate primary voltage, it is applied to the measurement device for a certain number of periods. Usually, 110 periods are chosen including
100 measurement and ten extra periods. Again the average period of primary current and
secondary voltage are calculated, whereas the first ten additional periods are neglected to
assure steady-state conditions. Based on voltage and current signal the magnetic field H(t)
and the magnetic polarization J(t) are computed (see equation (3.1) and (3.2)). Equation
(3.7) and (3.8) calculate further magnetic properties such as the specific total loss PS and
the specific apparent power SS [70, 72].
PS 

SS 

1 1
ma N S

1 1
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j 1
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 u2 j

(3.7)
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j 1

2

u

2
2j

(3.8)

NS

A signal period is recorded for NS samples, whereas j represents the sample index. Both
properties give a ratio of active or apparent power and the active mass ma of the investigated steel sheet sample. The determination of the active mass ma is related to the used
measurement device and therefore explained in equation (3.9) and (3.11). The number of
samples per period NS is chosen to be 600 in order to fulfill requirements given by the
Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem explained in the applied standard [72].
The transfer ratio of both analog input channels must be determined correctly. A Single
Sheet Tester as described in 3.2.2 is attached to the measurement setup and gauges the
magnetic properties of a C165-35 steel sample. The voltage divider and the shunt resistor
influence the transfer ratios of the corresponding analog input channel. Hence, a parallel
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measurement of primary current and secondary voltage is performed with a high precision
power meter (LMG 500, accuracy: 0.015 % of measured value + 0.01 % of measurement
range [10]). The RMS values of both signals, calculated by the software and the power
meter, are compared, and the transfer ratio is computed. After the transfer ratios are
implemented in the software, the active power is recorded by the power meter and the
measurement setup from minor to major polarization values. The difference between
measurement configuration and power meter never exceeded 0.2 %. Appendix A.3
explains the transfer ratio determination and the calibration procedure.

3.2

Established measurement devices

During the last century, many different methods and a broad range of various apparatus
to measure the magnetic properties of electrical steel were developed. Because it is necessary to compare electrical steel characteristics of different grades and manufacturers
with a known reproducibility [44, pp. 93-94], two different measurement methods were
standardized: Epstein frame (EPF) and single sheet tester (SST). Both devices are designed for the investigation of grain-orientated and non-grain-orientated electrical steel.
Although leading to contradicting measurement results, EPF and SST are used equally
according to the latest standards [11, 65, 70, 72]. Despite these two established apparatus,
a new device for measuring magnetic properties align with the normal direction of the
magnetic flux density is introduced in chapter 5.

3.2.1

Epstein frame

The EPF is the earlier development of the two established devices, and its usage was rather
common among electrical steel manufacturers, but due to the extensive sample
preparation, it is more and more replaced by the SST [11]. Fig. 3.6 illustrates its setup.
Steel sheet stripes are stacked inside coils for excitation and measurement to form the
magnetic circuit of a transformer without load. Each stripe must have a length between
280 mm and 320 mm with a maximum difference of +/- 0.5 mm. While investigating
grain-orientated electrical steel, the samples must be cut parallel to this orientation in a
deviation of +/-1°. Non-grain-orientated steel stripes are cut parallel and orthogonal to the
rolling direction, where a deviation of +/- 5° is allowed. The two different kind of samples
are stacked alternating, but stripes inside two parallel coil pairs must follow the same
order. The width of the steel sheet stripes is defined to be 30 mm including a tolerance of
0.2 mm. The corner areas where the samples overlap must have a quadratic shape with a
side length equal to the stripe’s width. A force of 1 N is applied to these corner areas to
reduce air gaps between the steel stripes. A cutting method producing a negligible burr
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along the edge of the samples is required. The number of stripes must be a multiple of
four. The total sample mass m is determined with a deviation of 0.1 %. Four measurement
(secondary) and four excitation (primary) coils connected in series surround the sample.
In the used EPF the whole number of turns in primary and secondary winding are 700.
Equation (3.1) and (3.2) calculate magnetic field and polarization with primary current
and secondary voltage. The magnetic path length lFe is defined to be 940 mm by [72]. It
is a result of the overlapping steel stripes in the corners of EPF (Fig. 3.7). This overlap
also affects the active mass of the steel sheet stripes ma with a lower limit of 240 g at a
stripe’s length l of 280 mm (3.9). The active mass is required to compute specific total
loss PS and the specific apparent power SS (see section 3.1.2).
ma  m

lFe
4l

(3.9)

Based on the entire mass of the sample m, the sample cross section AFe is determined
(3.10), where ρ denotes the density of electrical steel.
AFe 

m
4l  ρ

(3.10)

Windings

lFe = 940 mm

30 mm

250 mm

Fig. 3.6: 250 mm Epstein frame

Fig. 3.7: Sample overlap in Epstein frame
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There is a magnetic coupling between primary and secondary coils in the EPF as a result
of air flux which is responsible for measurement errors. A mutual inductance works as a
so-called air flux compensation. It consists of two coils wound in different directions and
magnetically coupled through air. One coil is serially connected to the primary winding
of the EPF, whereas the other one is attached to the secondary winding in the same way.
The number of turns in the coils is adjusted while there are no steel sheet stripes present
in the EPF until the influence of air flux is negligible [14].

3.2.2

Single sheet tester

The SST is designed for a single steel sample as its name says. The steel sheet sample
completes the magnetic circuit between an upper and a lower yoke. An excitation (primary) and a measurement (secondary) winding surround the sample (Fig. 3.8). The construction of the SST and whether a single yoke is sufficient is discussed in [17].

Windings
Yokes

Sample

Fig. 3.8: Setup of the single sheet tester
The U-shaped yokes can be made of a wound iron core cut in two equally sized halves.
Insulated grain-orientated steel with low magnetic resistance and specific total losses not
exceeding 1.0 W/kg at a polarization amplitude of 1.5 T and a frequency of 50 Hz is used
to build the yokes. This yoke setup reduces eddy currents and assures a homogeneous flux
distribution inside them. The geometric dimensions are sketched in Fig. 3.9.
l = 250 mm

25 mm

lFe = 200 mm

Fig. 3.9: Geometric dimensions of a yoke in the SST
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A sample size of 250 mm x 250 mm is chosen which is more practical than the 500 mm
side length suggested by [70]. This change in dimensions is covered by the standard [70]
because the manufacturer of the SST guarantees the comparability of both SST sizes. The
magnetic path length lFe equals the inner distance between the cross sections of the yokes,
which means 200 mm in this case (see Fig. 3.9). The difference in sample length l and
magnetic path length lFe leads to the active mass of the steel sheet sample ma which is
needed to compute specific total loss PS and the specific apparent power SS (compare
equations (3.7) and (3.8)):
ma  m

lFe
l

(3.11)

Similar to the EPF, the sample cross section AFe depends on the entire mass of the sample
m and its density ρ (3.12):
AFe 

m
lρ

(3.12)

However, as stated in [15, 18], the magnetic path length is not constant and depends on
the permeability of the investigated sample and the magnetic potential drop in the air gaps
between yokes and sample. As a result, the magnetic field determination with equation
(3.1) leads to errors in case of a sample with high permeability and wider air gaps. In
contrast to the magnetic field, the measurement of specific total loss and specific apparent
power is not affected by the change in the magnetic path length. Thus, the air gap between
lower and upper yoke is not allowed to be more than 5 µm. A lifting device allowing an
easy exchange of samples in the SST partly compensates the upper yoke’s force of inertia.
The final force must be between 100 N and 200 N.
The quadratic shape of the sample allows the measurement parallel and orthogonal to the
rolling direction. The yoke cross section must have a width of 25 mm +/-1 mm, and the
overlap of both yokes must be within a deviation of 0.5 mm. The large yoke cross section
in comparison to the sample cross section decreases the polarization amplitude in the
yokes and therefore their impact on the measurements.
In the used SST, the primary and secondary winding have 150 turns each. The minimum
length of the investigated steel sheet sample is 250 mm, but must not be longer than for
easy handling of the sample necessary. The width of the sample must at least cover 60 %
of the yoke’s width. Similar to the stripes of the EPF, the SST sample is cut parallel to the
rolling direction with a deviation of 1° for grain-orientated and 5° for non-grain-orientated
electrical steel. The requirements for mass measurement and cutting method of the sample
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equal those of the EPF. The air flux compensation is built and adjusted in the same way
as for the EPF.
EPF and SST are both correct measurement devices, but their measurement results are
different [11]. The EPF shows 3 to 8 % less specific total losses, whereas the SST gauges
2 % too high PS values for grain-orientated steel in a range of 1.5 T to 1.7 T. The different
results in specific total loss measurements affect the determination of the core loss building factor in transformers [11]. The building factor is the relation of SST or EPF PS data
for a particular electrical steel grade and its magnetic behavior in an electrical machine
[14] (compare subsection 4.1). It is used to estimate core losses of electrical machines
during design stage. Thus, EPF and SST measurement results cannot be exchanged because doing so increases the uncertainty in core loss prediction.
As a summary, the SST has the advantage of an easy sample preparation and handling.
The cutting of steel sheet stripes for the EPF and in the case of grain-orientated material
the necessary stress relief annealing are very time consuming [11]. If annealing is applied,
the magnetic properties of the electrical steel can vary to those before cutting. The reason
is the bending of electrical steel to wound a coil for transportation. This kind of tension
and stress which could have a substantial impact on the magnetic properties, vanish during
annealing and therefore the magnetic properties improve [16]. Furthermore, the flux distribution in the EPF sample is not uniform, especially in the corners of the EPF. Corner
effects contribute to the uncertainty of the magnetic path length determination [63]. A
comparison of EPF and SST measurement results delivers a statistical rather than a deterministic relationship [5], and a calibration of the SST with EPF values is not performed
[70]. Although the SST has its disadvantage concerning the magnetic path length as previously explained, it is the more practical measurement device in comparison to the EPF,
and therefore the SST is the measurement device of choice in this work.
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Modeling and characterization of
magnetic properties

AC properties of electrical steel define its quality in means of economic considerations.
Especially the magnetic loss characteristic is of great importance due to its impact on the
efficiency of all electrical and electromechanical energy transformations. There are two
main parameters to describe magnetic properties of electrical steel: the specific magnetic
power losses and the B(H) characteristic which denotes a relationship of magnetic field H
and flux density B. They are used to grade the electrical steel’s quality. This chapter explains the specific magnetic power losses and introduces a hysteresis model which is the
mathematical basis to determine B(H) characteristics [11, 44, pp. 8-12].

4.1

Specific total loss and specific apparent power

The calculation of specific total loss and specific apparent power are explicated previously
in subsection 3.1.2. Especially the specific total loss is used to describe the quality of
electrical steel. Different steel grades are categorized using specific total loss as outlined
in the standards [67, 69]. The shortcut for standardized steel qualities is created as follows:
- The letter “M” for electrical steel
- The specific total loss value in W/kg at a polarization of 1.7 T and a frequency of
50 Hz multiplied with one hundred
- The rated thickness of the sheet in mm multiplied with one hundred
- The code letter:
o “S” for conventional grain-orientated electrical steel
o “P” for grain-orientated electrical steel with high permeability
Manufacturers of electrical steel employ an own nomenclature for their products. Considering the electrical steel grade named C165-35 (Manufacturer: ThyssenKrupp) as an
example, the number 165 stands for 1.65 W/kg at a polarization of 1.7 T and a frequency
of 50 Hz. The last two digits of the name (35) denote the thickness of the electrical steel,
350 µm in this case. However, the naming of steel grades depends on the manufacturer
and is not defined by a standard. In the electrical steel 23ZH85 (Manufacturer: Nippon
Steel), the nomenclature is upside down to the previous steel mentioned. The first number
is related to the steel sheet’s thickness (23: 230 µm), and the last number gives the selected
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specific loss value (85: 0.85 W/kg). Fig. 4.1 demonstrates a PS-curve and SS-curve for the
steel grades C165-35 and 23ZH85 obtained by SST measurements. The 23ZH85 quality
is a high-performance electrical steel indicated by low losses while the low-cost material
C165-35 shows a high loss consumption in comparison. The two different steel qualities
are chosen as examples to cover the variety of electrical steel qualities.

Fig. 4.1: PS-curve and SS-curve for the steel grades C165-35 and 23ZH85 obtained by
SST measurements
The specific total loss of an electrical steel grade is important for manufacturers of electrical machines such as power transformers. The no-load losses of power transformers
equal the core losses [48, section 1-6], and they scale life cycle costs of transformers (subsection 7.1.4). The core losses rely on the used electrical steel quality. They are an important criterion for the customer. If the planned maximum value of core losses is exceeded even by few percent, a penalty is usual. Thus, a determination of core losses as
accurate as possible during design stage of the power transformer is of interest. The losses
of the core PCore can be approximated with core mass mCore, the applied flux density B^ and
the specific total loss PS:

 

ˆ .
PCore  mCore  PS B

(4.1)

However, this loss estimation is rather poor, and a correction factor, the so-called building
factor is introduced. It gives the relation between the results of equation (4.1) and the
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measured power consumption of the transformer without load (compare subsection 6.3.1).
The building factor is based on experience achieved while producing the same or at least
comparable transformer types. A continuous adjustment is mandatory due to changes in
steel quality.
The specific total loss at a polarization amplitude of 1.7 T and a frequency of 50 Hz defines the steel quality. This value is an upper limit; the real specific total loss is usually
lower as shown in Fig. 4.1. Furthermore, the magnetic behavior for other polarizations is
not standardized and varies from manufacturer to manufacturer. Fig. 4.2 demonstrates
specific total loss curves for a steel grade M165-35 and it also indicates the specific loss
value based on the steel name.

Fig. 4.2: PS-curves from ThyssenKrupp, Stalprodukt and own measurements
The data are derived from ThyssenKrupp and Stalprodukt as well as from own measurements performed with an SST. ThyssenKrupp and own measured data are based on the
same steel grade C165-35. The differences between own measurements and the producer
data are evident. The relative deviation in Fig. 4.3 between manufacturer datasets and own
measurements is more distinctive for smaller flux densities, while the deviation of the
Stalprodukt PS-curve is higher than the one from ThyssenKrupp. This comparison shows
that on the one hand, steel grades produced by different manufacturers could have significantly different magnetic properties and on the other hand, magnetic characteristics of
electrical steel made by one manufacturer and belonging to one certain quality depend on
each production batch [4]. These deviations are a challenge for modeling and simulation
of magnetic properties in electromagnetic devices when only a small sample is available
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to describe the magnetic properties. It becomes clear that an exchange of a steel manufacturer has a major impact on the behavior of the assembled device even if the steel grades
belong to the same standardized category. To reduce errors in modeling magnetic properties, several samples of the used electrical steel are recommended to determine average
magnetic characteristics.

Fig. 4.3: Relative deviation in PS-curves between own measurements, ThyssenKrupp
and Stalprodukt data

4.2

Hysteresis model based on harmonics in the
magnetic field

Up to now, there have been several hysteresis models for grain- and non-grain-orientated
steel sheets, such as the generalized Chua- [2] or the Saito-model [3]. They rely on a
Fourier expansion of the magnetic field intensity. A mathematical description for polarization and cosine components of the magnetic field and one for the derivation of polarization and sine components of the field are developed [8]. However, it is still difficult to
find appropriate model parameters to acquire a sound reproduction of measured hysteresis
curves especially in magnetic saturation. This chapter explains a new hysteresis model for
electrical steel based on a Fourier analysis of the magnetic field. This model approach
relies on a series of measured hysteresis curves from minor to major loops for each inves-
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tigated steel sheet sample. The two different electrical steel grades introduced in subchapter 4.1, are selected for modeling to cover a broad range of electrical steel qualities. The
steel grade C165-35 produced by ThyssenKrupp is low-cost steel. Nippon Steel
manufactures the high-quality steel 23ZH85. The model algorithm is only given with
23ZH85 steel data for convenience, but concerning model accuracy both mentioned steel
grades are reflected. All measurements are performed with the measurement setup explained in subsection 3.1 including the SST.
A mathematic description of a magnetic hysteresis curve is rather difficult. There are two
polarization values for each magnetic field value; their mathematical relation is not unique
as explained by Fig. 4.4.

Fig. 4.4: Measured hysteresis loops for the steel 23ZH85 manufactured by Nippon Steel
A way to find a definite relation is to switch from time to frequency domain; a Fourier
expansion of the magnetic field is necessary. Analysis and calculations are performed with
the numerical analysis software MATLAB. The investigated data consist of hysteresis
loops which are gauged with a polarization controlled to be sinusoidal. All harmonics are
part of the magnetic field due to the non-linear relationship of field and polarization.
Fig. 4.5 demonstrates the absolute spectrum of the magnetic field. Only harmonics with
odd multiples of the fundamental frequency occur. The magnetic field does not contain a
direct component. This spectrum does not provide any information about the phase between each harmonic of the field and the polarization amplitude. It shows the dependency
of the absolute field components (fundamental and harmonics) and the polarization.
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Fig. 4.5: Spectrum of magnetic field at a polarization J^ of 1.7 T
While separating fundamental and harmonics in the magnetic field into sine and cosine
waves, the phase angle to the corresponding polarization amplitude is still known. Fig. 4.6
explains the relationship of cosine (a1) and sine (b1) components belonging to the fundamental of the field versus the polarization amplitude.

Fig. 4.6: Cosine (a1) and sine (b1) component of the fundamental of the magnetic field
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With a linear interpolation of the cosine and sine components, the fundamental of the field
in time domain is calculated as a function of the polarization’s amplitude J^ (4.2). The
variables f and t denote frequency and time, respectively.

 

 a1 Jˆ  cos  2πf  t  



H1 t,Jˆ   


b1 Jˆ  sin  2πf  t  



 

 

(4.2)

The magnetic field does not only consist of its fundamental, but odd order harmonics are
also part of it. For each harmonic, a similar relationship as in the fundamental of the magnetic field can be found. Fig. 4.7 shows the relationship of cosine and sine elements versus
polarization amplitude for the third, fifth and seventh order.

Fig. 4.7: Cosine (a3; 5; 7) and sine (b3; 5; 7) components of the 3rd, 5th and 7th order harmonic in the magnetic field
Again the components for each harmonic are linearly interpolated. Now, the components
are known for arbitrary polarization amplitudes J^. The complete time dependent signal of
the magnetic field is a summation of its fundamental and its harmonics:
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(4.3)

A comparison of measured and modeled hysteresis loops confirms that 60 orders (h) are
necessary for some electrical steels to achieve a good representation of the magnetic field.
Equation (4.3) describes the hysteresis model based on the sum of harmonics in the magnetic field which is called hysteresis model from now on.
In a next step, the accuracy of the magnetic field generated by the hysteresis model is
analyzed. Additionally, a linear interpolation of measured data in time domain expresses
the magnetic field. The relationship of flux density amplitude and magnetic field curve as
function of time delivers the basis for this interpolation in time domain. For both approaches, hysteresis model and linear interpolation in time domain, only measured data
with even multiples of 0.025 T from 0.05 T to 1.95 T are taken into account. The remaining data with only odd multiples of 0.025 T from 0.075 T to 1.925 T is used for comparison. These data are denoted as measured data in Fig. 4.8, which displays the curves of the
magnetic field for 1.925 T as an example.

Fig. 4.8: Measured magnetic field and the field generated by hysteresis model or linear
interpolation at J^ = 1.925 T of steel grade 23ZH85
The relative error based on RMS values of the magnetic field strength is utilized to compare the results of linear interpolation and hysteresis model to the remaining measured
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data. Fig. 4.9 illustrates the relative error of the linear interpolation and the hysteresis
model as a function of the polarization amplitude for steel grades 23ZH85 and C165-30.
Both approaches have an error value smaller than 1 % between 0.175 T and 1.425 T, but
above 1.425 T the hysteresis model delivers better results especially when reaching magnetic saturation. The relative error is more important for higher than for small polarization
amplitudes because it affects the simulation of core losses in the same polarization range.
Power transformers are usually designed for a polarization amplitude of 1.6 T to 1.8 T
[48, section 1-5]. The relative error caused by the hysteresis model is significantly smaller
in this polarization range compared to the deviation created by the linear interpolation in
time domain.

Fig. 4.9: Relative error of hysteresis model and linear interpolation
Despite the good agreement of measured and simulated hysteresis loops, there are limitations of the hysteresis model. It is for usage in steady state only. Modeling inrush currents
of a transformer is not possible, for instance. The investigated relationship of magnetic
field and polarization depends on a sinusoidal waveform of the polarization. Otherwise,
the distribution of harmonics in the corresponding magnetic field would be different, and
the model described by equation (4.3) is not valid.
A new hysteresis model for electrical steel sheets relying on measured data is developed
in this chapter. The data analysis is implemented in a MATLAB program which can create
a hysteresis model for a variety of different electrical steel grades. In comparison to the
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linear interpolation of the magnetic field in time domain, the hysteresis model shows better results, especially for saturating fields. This model approach has already been published in [77]. It is extended to an advanced hysteresis model in [79] describing flux density amplitude and frequency dependence.

4.3

B(H) characteristics

The relationship of magnetic field H and magnetic flux density B in a ferromagnetic material is usually nonlinear. The ratio of B and H defines the permeability µ. It relies on the
applied magnetic field strength and therefore a fixed permeability value describes only
the actual point of operation. The permeability as a function of the magnetic field is not
feasible to characterize ferromagnetic properties. A magnetization curve representing the
dependence of magnetic flux density and magnetic field is a more useful expression of
ferromagnetic properties in technical applications [44, p. 9].
There are several approaches to determine magnetization curves from measured hysteresis
loops. The most common method to reduce information of an entire range from minor to
major hysteresis loops to one single curve is the construction of a BH-curve. The maximum values for magnetic field and flux density are selected in each measured hysteresis
loop. All these points are connected starting at the point of origin [44, p. 12]. This kind of
magnetization curve is called maximum BH-curve from now on (compare Fig. 4.10 and
Fig. 4.11). Both maxima (magnetic field and flux density) do not occur simultaneously
and therefore, the point defined by the maximum values is not part of the corresponding
hysteresis loop.
The hysteresis model introduced in section 4.2 is employed to calculate the values of the
maximum magnetic field and polarization values (4.4).
 a
 60  h
ˆ
ˆ
H J  max    
 h 1 
 bh
 

 

 Jˆ   cos  2πfh  t  


Jˆ  sin  2πfh  t   


 

(4.4)

After that, equation (4.5) computes the flux density amplitude B^ with H^ and J^.
ˆ  Jˆ  μ H
ˆ
B
0
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Another way to achieve a magnetization curve from measured data is a selection of the
maximum polarization value J^ and the time corresponding magnetic field value H(J^).
Again the hysteresis model computes the value pairs of polarization and magnetic field:

HL
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(4.6)
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The hysteresis model represents the time-dependent magnetic field H(t) as the sum of
cosine and sine waves while the polarization J(t) is cosinusoidal without any harmonics.
The polarization reaches its maximum at t=0, where all sinusoidal components in the
magnetic field are zero. Thus, the desired magnetic field value is the addition of cosine
elements in the magnetic field only. Similar to the maximum BH-curve, the flux density
is calculated with the polarization and magnetic field value in equation (4.5). The second
kind of magnetization curve is named inductive BH-curve. Only inductive components of
the magnetic field are part of this magnetization curve. The flux density B(t) relies on the
secondary voltage U2(t) measured with the SST due to Faraday’s law (compare section
3.1.1). When the flux density B(t) is at its maximum the secondary voltage U2(t) is zero.
Finally, there are no active components in primary current I1(t) and magnetic field H(t) at
that time. This inductive BH-curve (index “L”) is especially useful for the characterization
of power transformers when the behavior of its main inductance is of interest.
At last, a third kind of magnetization curve is developed as part of this thesis. In contrast
to the inductive magnetization curve, the component of the magnetic field’s fundamental
is considered which is in phase with the secondary voltage. This part of the magnetic field
represents active losses in the electrical steel sheet under cosinusoidal excitation. The
achieved magnetization curve is called resistive BH-curve. The hysteresis model delivers
again the desired component of the magnetic field’s fundamental (h=1) which is in phase
to the sinusoidal secondary voltage U2(t) reaching its maximum at t=T/4 (4.7).
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Equation (4.5) computes the flux density amplitude with the polarization and magnetic
field value similar to the previous BH-curve approaches. This resistive BH-curve (index
“R”) is practical for the investigation of transformer’s no-load losses.
Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11 illustrate all three BH-curves and their relationship to measured
hysteresis loops. The phase shift between flux density and magnetic field is neglected.
Therefore, a hysteresis is not part of the description of magnetic characteristics. Both figures show only hysteresis curves from 0.05 T to 1.7 T for convenience.

Fig. 4.10: Determination of maximum, inductive and resistive BH-curve relying on SST
measurements from 0.05 T to 1.7 T with a 23ZH85 steel sheet sample
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Fig. 4.11: Determination of maximum, inductive and resistive BH-curve relying on SST
measurements from 0.05 T to 1.7 T with a C165-35 steel sheet sample
The maximum and inductive BH-curves follow a similar slope while reaching magnetic
saturation, whereas the resistive BH-curve shows an almost linear behavior.
Based on a BH-curve, the differential permeability µdiff can easily be calculated:
μdiff 

ΔB
.
ΔH

(4.8)

The maximum BH-curve shows the smallest differential permeability in comparison to
inductive and resistive BH-characteristics for both steel grades. The resistive BH-curve
follows an almost constant permeability. The differential permeability is used to model
magnetic material’s properties in Finite Element (FE) software, which requires that magnetization curves must reach magnetic saturation. The differential permeability in saturation equals the absolute permeability µ0 between the two last value pairs of flux density
and field. The saturation polarization stated in the data sheet of the electrical steel manufacturer JS is 2.03 T [64]. Each BH-curve is prolonged with a linear extrapolation to a
polarization J^ of 2.029 T. To fulfill the FE Software requirements of a relative permeability μr = 1 between the two last value pairs of the BH-curve, the saturation polarization of
2.03 T is used to calculate the corresponding magnetic field value. The different BH-curve
approaches are compared with an FE model of an SST and a power transformer in chapter 6.
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4.4

Magnetic anisotropy

Electrical steel is a magnetically anisotropic material, and its properties strongly depend
on the direction of the applied flux density. The anisotropy of specific total loss is
discussed at first. Its maximum in grain-orientated electrical steel usually occurs at an
angle of 55° and not at an angle of 90°with respect to the rolling direction [6, 9, 44, pp.
13-19]. Fig. 4.12 gives PS-curves of the steel grade C165-35 for a magnetization angle to
rolling direction of 0°, 45° and 90° as example for the magnetic anisotropy of specific
total loss. An angle of 0° to rolling direction is simply termed rolling direction, and an
angle of 90° is named trans-rolling direction. Measurements are performed with an SST
while the samples are cut at each magnetization angle. The magnetic induction level is
limited to 1.5 T in order to avoid saturation which is reached at a lower flux density for
angles of 45° and 90° compared to 0°. The anisotropy of specific total losses is substantial
and strongly non-linear. The PS-curve of 45° is also estimated with an average calculation
based on specific total loss gauged in rolling and trans-rolling direction (see the cyan curve
in Fig. 4.12). The difference between measured and estimated results is evident and underlines the non-linear behavior of specific total losses as a function of the magnetization
angle.

Fig. 4.12: PS-curves of the steel grade C165-35 with an angle between applied flux density and rolling direction of 0°, 45°, 90° and an average calculation of 0° plus 90°
In a second step, the anisotropic behavior of electrical steel is analyzed using the maximum
BH-curve as an example for all three magnetization curves introduced in this chapter.
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Fig. 4.13 displays maximum BH-curves of the steel grade C165-35 gauged at a magnetization angle of 0°, 45° and 90°. Similar to the PS-curves in Fig. 4.12, the strong anisotropy
is evident. An average BH-curve of 45° is estimated with magnetic field values measured
in rolling and trans-rolling direction (see the cyan curve in Fig. 4.13). Additionally, Table 4.1 gives the relative permeability for each measured angle and for the average estimation at a flux density of 1 T.
Table 4.1: Relative permeability comparison for different angles

angle
^

µr ( B = 1 T)

0°

45°

(90° + 45°)/2

90°

29325

3704

5747

3186

The results of Table 4.1 and Fig. 4.13 show significant differences in the relative
permeability and the BH-curves for measured and estimated values at an angle of 45°
which attest the non-linear behavior of relative permeability and BH-curves as a function
of the magnetization angle.

Fig. 4.13: maximum BH-curves of the steel grade C165-35 with an angle between applied flux density and rolling direction of 0°, 45°, 90° and an average calculation of 0°
plus 90°
The investigation of anisotropy in grain orientated electrical steel with PS-curve relative
permeability and BH-curve prove that magnetic properties cannot be modeled correctly
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with data measured in rolling and trans-rolling direction. Characteristics for various directions should be included in software used to design magnetic devices [44, p. 285]. Apparatus to gauge magnetic properties for arbitrary magnetization angles are discussed in
[7, 19]. The FE Software ANSYS Maxwell 2016 is applied in this work. Unfortunately,
it is not possible to implement several datasets for different magnetization angles, only
properties in rolling and trans-rolling direction can be embedded. Therefore, characteristics in rolling direction are used to describe electromagnetic devices in the software.
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5

Investigation of flux density
orthogonal to the sheet plane

As described in chapter 3, there are two established measuring devices to investigate the
characteristics of electrical steel: Epstein frame (EPF) and single sheet tester (SST). EPF
and SST have the disadvantage that magnetic properties of electrical steel can only be
measured along the sheet plane. Applications and improvements are stated in [11], but
measurements along normal direction are not discussed. In literature, a few different approaches are mentioned to gauge magnetic properties perpendicular to the steel sheet
plane [29, 31, 32]. Especially the setups in [31] and [32] are rather sophisticated. Small
coils integrated into the sheet sample causing a tedious preparation measure the magnetic
flux density applied in normal direction [32]. In [31] only DC magnetization is
investigated, and magnetic flux density is gauged by a steadily moving coil generating a
voltage related to the applied flux density. All found measurement devices have a rather
complex setup and provoke a complicated handling. As part of this work, a less sophisticated setup is introduced to quantify the magnetic characteristics of electrical steel in
normal direction. The new measurement device is called normal direction tester (NDT)
from now on. Its experimental setup was designed and tested in a master thesis [82].

5.1

Measurement setup

The NDT consists of an upper and a lower yoke surrounded by a primary and a secondary
winding (Fig. 5.1). Steel sheet samples are placed between the yokes and complete the
magnetic circuit. A plastic layer above each sample is also part of the setup. Its thickness
is known (here: dplastic=35 µm) which is much bigger as assumed deviations in the flatness
of the yoke cross sections. The plastic layer compensates possible differences in the air
gap between the yokes and creates a homogeneous flux density in the steel sheet samples.
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secondary winding (N2)

lFe
upper yoke

plastic
layer
steel sheet
samples

lower yoke
air flux

primary winding (N1)

Fig. 5.1: Setup of the Normal Direction tester (NDT)
The functionality of the measurement device is similar to those of EPF and SST (see section 3.2). It behaves like a transformer without load. The current I1 in the primary winding
N1 is related to the magnetic field, and the integral of the voltage U2 at the secondary
winding N2 is proportional to the magnetic flux density B:
H  t   I1  t 

N1
lFe

(5.1)

and
B t  

1
U 2  t  dt .
N 2 AFe 

(5.2)

An upper and a lower yoke with a square cross section AFe of 0.0016 m² and an entire
magnetic path length lFe of 0.487 m are chosen. A wound core is cut in halves to produce
the yokes. The yoke cross sections are treated with hydrochloric acid to remove burrs as
a result of cutting, which could cause a galvanic connection between the steel sheet layers
of the yokes [70]. These connections would lead to an increase of eddy current losses in
the yokes and could have an adverse impact on the homogeneity of the applied flux density. The upper yoke is smaller for a better handling of the NDT during a change of steel
sheet samples or plastic layers. Since the geometric dimensions are defined, the number
of turns N1 must be determined. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the electric circuit of the NDT. All
elements of this circuit are described analytically and time independently based on the
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circuit theory. Steel sheet samples are not part of the circuit for simplicity. Nevertheless,
a plastic layer of dplastic=35 µm is taken into account. According to [30], normal flux density reaches amplitudes up to 0.3 T in laminated transformer cores. Thus, a maximum flux
density of 1 T is chosen to accomplish a safety margin.
R1

Lσ1

I1

U 2‘

U1

RFe

Lm

Fig. 5.2: Electric circuit of the NDT
The yokes are made of the electrical steel H103-27. The yoke manufacturer provides a
sample of the used steel grade. The inductive BH-curve and the specific total losses of the
electrical steel in the yokes are measured with a SST. A value of 18.5 A/m for the magnetic field H^ and a specific total loss PS of 0.37 W/kg correspond to the chosen flux density
B^ of 1 T. The peak supply voltage U1 is limited to 10 V.
The parasitic resistance R1 is the sum of the shunt resistor RShunt in the measurement setup
(compare chapter 3.1.1: RShunt = 0.5 Ω) and the copper resistance of the primary winding
(5.3). It is computed with the specific resistance of copper ρCu, the length of the wire lCu
and the conductor cross section ACu. The wire length lCu equals the product of the
peripheral length of the yoke cross section and the number of turns N1. The conductor
cross section ACu is chosen to be 3 mm² allowing a maximum current of 9 A (RMS) [33].
R1  RShunt  ρCu 

lCu
ACu

(5.3)

A voltage drop across the leakage inductance Lσ1 is negligibly small compared to voltage
across R1. Hence, the leakage inductance is left aside.
Equation (5.4) calculates the equivalent core loss resistance RFe, which represents the active power consumption of the yokes. The product of specific losses PS and yoke mass
myoke delivers the active power quantity.
RFe 

U 22
PS  myoke

(5.4)
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Equation (5.5) approximates the main inductance Lm, where the permeability of the used
yoke steel is the ratio of chosen magnetic field H^ and flux density B^ values.
Lm 

AFe  N12
AFe  N12

ˆ
lFe 2d plastic
B 2d

lFe  plastic
ˆ
μr
μ0
μ0
H

(5.5)

Finally, a program realized in the numeric analysis software MATLAB based on the mathematic description of the circuit in Fig. 5.2 iterates the total number of turns in the primary
winding N1. The number of turns N1 is increased in steps of 1 until the flux density as a
function of U2 (equation (5.2)) equals the desired value of 1 T. The iteration of N1 for the
NDT results in 20 turns for the primary winding with the NDT design data given above.
The same number of turns N2 are chosen for the secondary winding.
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5.2

Construction of the NDT

The magnetically active parts of the NDT like the upper and lower yoke equipped with
primary and secondary winding are introduced in subchapter 5.1. In this section, the focus
is set on the peripheral hardware components of the entire measurement device as shown
in Fig. 5.3. The lower and upper yoke are arranged in a fixture made of synthetic resin
bonded paper. Metal is not used close to the yokes to avoid a distortion of flux density
due to eddy currents. The upper yoke fixture is connected to a sled. A left and a right
sliding shaft keeps the sled in position. With the help of a spindle, the upper yoke can be
lifted easily to remove or change plastic layers and steel sheet samples. The connection of
the upper yoke fixture and the sled is equipped with a pressure relief to assure a reproducible clapping force. This mechanism does not allow a force created by the spindle. Only
a force of inertia generated by the mass of the upper yoke and the fixture is possible which
equals a constant clamping force of approximately 3000 N/m². The entire hardware construction allows a precise and reproducible positioning of the upper onto the lower yoke.
Furthermore, the user can check the location of plastic layer and steel sheet samples while
the upper yoke is standing on the lower one. A negative influence of fringing flux is
reduced to a minimum this way (compare subsection 5.3.1).

spindle
sliding
shaft

preassure
relief
sledge

upper yoke
lower yoke

Fig. 5.3: Construction of the NDT
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5.3

Evaluation of the NDT

In this subchapter, the NDT’s suitability to gauge magnetic characteristics orthogonal to
the sheet plane is analyzed. Parasitic effects are described, and their impacts on the measurements are evaluated with an FE simulation of the NDT.

5.3.1

Parasitic effects

The influence of fringing flux, air flux and inhomogeneity of applied flux density on
measurements are discussed. At first, the effect of fringing flux is explained as demonstrated in Fig. 5.4.

plastic
layer

upper yoke

steel sheet
sample

fringing
flux

applied flux
density
lower yoke

Fig. 5.4: Applied flux density and fringing flux in the NDT [31]
Flux bypasses the plastic layer and the steel sample through air and causes an overestimation of the applied flux density, which is determined with the secondary winding (see
Fig. 5.1). In order to avoid fringing flux, both yokes must overlap entirely. Even small
deviations in overlapping yoke cross section increase fringing effects. Furthermore, the
steel sheets samples must have the same geometric dimensions as the yoke cross section
and must be placed between both yokes carefully.
Another parasitic flux component is called air flux generated by the excitation winding. It
is responsible for magnetic coupling of the primary and secondary winding through air.
Fig. 5.1 illustrates its path (dashed magenta line). Similar to fringing flux effects, it contributes to an erroneous flux density measurement. The design of the NDT must reduce
its influence due to the lack of a compensation winding as implemented in SST and EPF
(compare chapter 3.2). Hence, the primary winding is wound around the lower yoke, and
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the secondary winding is placed at the upper yoke. This setup offers the greatest possible
distance between both windings and decreases their coupling through air to a minimum.
Two sets of NDT measurements are necessary to calculate the magnetic properties of the
investigated steel sheet samples: one with only the plastic layer present and another one
where the NDT is equipped with plastic layers and steel sheet samples. The measurement
with the plastic layer characterizes the power loss of the yokes which is subtracted from
measured data while the NDT is equipped with both plastic layers and steel sheet samples
to acquire the magnetic properties of the samples only (compare subsection 5.4.1). A homogeneous flux density distribution all over the distance between upper and lower yoke
is required to enable a comparison of measurements with and without steel sheet samples.
A 2D model of the NDT is realized in the FE Software ANSYS Maxwell 2016 to investigate the flux density distribution in the measurement device. The software relies on the
Maxwell equations explained in chapter 2.3. The NDT cannot be modeled in all details.
The following paragraph explains the model simplifications.
Only one-half of the NDT needs to be implemented due to symmetry. An even symmetry
boundary, which zeros the tangential component of the field, is applied to the cross section
of the yokes indicated by the blue dashed lines in Fig. 5.1. Both yokes are treated as one
magnetically isotropic object. A stacking factor of 95 % known from the yoke manufacturer defines the relation of steel, coating and air gaps between the steel sheets. An inductive BH-curve measured with an SST (compare chapter 4.3) characterizes the magnetic
properties of the electrical steel (H103-27). When a steel sheet sample is part of the
modeled setup, its relative permeability is assumed to be constant with a value of 100.
This value is a rough approximation based on experiments stated in [32]. The sample
thickness dsheet is set to 350 µm which is the highest thickness available for grain-orientated electrical steel [69] leading to the maximum expectable impact of parasitic effects
mentioned before.
The primary winding is part of the model setup for excitation which is realized as stranded
winding with 20 turns. The impact of eddy currents is neglected in this first investigation
because their implementation is rather complex and requires a 3D model introduced in
subsection 5.3.2. A transient simulation of the NDT is performed, and a cosinusoidal excitation voltage is applied. The maximum flux density B^ is reached after a quarter period
leading to a simulation time of 5 ms in this case. Time steps of Δt = 100 μs and a nonlinear
residual of 10-7 describe the transient simulation. Fig. 5.5 illustrates the flux density distribution belonging to an excitation of 1 T and a simulation time of 5 ms. It shows the
NDT with steel sheet sample (a)) and without (b)). Both flux density distributions equal
each other, which is necessary to determine the characteristics of electrical steel explained
in section 5.4.1. The flux density in the middle of the plastic layer along the red dashed
line in Fig. 5.1 is simulated for each excitation flux density from 0.1 T to 1.0 T. In the
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case of a simulation with steel sheet samples, the flux density distribution in the middle
of the sample is analyzed for the same excitations. The width of plastic layer or steel sheet
is sampled with 1001 points. A change in flux density equals its inhomogeneity. Fig. 5.6
illustrates the flux density distributions along the width of plastic layer or steel sheet sample.
B in T
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a)

b)

Fig. 5.5: Flux density distribution in NDT with (a)) and without steel sheet sample (b))
with an excitation of 1 T and a simulation time of 5 ms

Fig. 5.6: Flux density distribution in plastic layer (left) and in steel sheet sample (right)
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A homogeneity difference between flux density in plastic layer or steel sheet sample can
hardly be estimated, despite a flux density increase along the edges of the sample at 0 mm
and 40 mm. Thus, the relative standard deviation γ is computed using (5.6) to describe the
inhomogeneity of flux density.

γ( Bplastic/sample ) 

1 NS
  Bplastic/sample (j)  Bplastic/sample
NS  1 j 1
Bplastic/sample



2

 100%

(5.6)

The variable j denotes the point index, and NS represents the total number points. The first
and the last point are neglected to avoid boundary errors due to a change in permeability
along the edge of the sample.
Fig. 5.7 demonstrates the relative standard deviation γ as a function of the average flux
density B̄ in for both cases: NDT equipped with a plastic layer only and including a steel
sheet sample.

Fig. 5.7: Relative standard deviation of flux density in plastic layer and steel sample
Simulation results with plastic only show a smaller standard deviation compared to the
results based on a sample. Nevertheless, the flux density distributions in plastic layer and
steel sheet sample are assumed to be homogeneous due to their small relative standard
deviations γ of less than 1.1 %.
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During both simulations, the flux density distribution along the cross section of the upper
yoke in the secondary winding (see upper blue dashed line in Fig. 5.1) are analyzed
(Fig. 5.8). The average flux density in this part of the yoke is proportional to the measured
secondary voltage which is utilized to characterize the conditions in the sample or plastic
layer. Hence, a difference between average flux density B̄yoke in the upper yoke and average flux density B̄plastic/sample in plastic layer or sample leads to a misinterpretation of the
sample’s magnetic properties. However, the flux distribution in the upper yoke needs not
to be homogeneous since the voltage induced in the secondary winding depends on the
derivative of the flux, which is the surface integral of the flux density and therefore the
average the flux density multiplied with the cross section area of the upper yoke (5.7).
U2  

dΦ
d
d
  N 2  Byoke dAFe   N 2 Byoke AFe
dt
dt A
dt

(5.7)

Fig. 5.8: Flux density distribution in upper yoke while NDT is equipped with plastic
layer only or plastic layer and steel sheet sample
A comparison of B̄plastic/sample and B̄yoke evaluates the influence of fringing and air flux.
Equation (5.8) computes the relative flux density deviation δ:
δ
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Bupper yoke  Bplastic/sample
Bplastic/sample

 100% .

(5.8)
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Fig. 5.9 demonstrates the results of this calculation. The relative flux density deviation δ
is almost constant in the investigated flux density range. If there is only a plastic layer part
of the setup, the relative deviation is less than 0.3 %. When a combination of plastic layer
and steel sheet sample is applied, δ stays below 0.4 %. Both percentages are considered
to be acceptable. The 2D FE simulations of the NDT prove that the influence of parasitic
flux paths and inhomogeneity of flux density are within an applicable range. Thus, the
NDT is a suitable measurement device to investigate magnetic characteristics in normal
direction of the applied flux density.

Fig. 5.9: Relative deviation δ of the flux density distribution in plastic layer and steel
sheet sample

5.3.2

Consideration of eddy currents

The surface of the steel sheet samples is penetrated by the applied flux density producing
a high eddy current density as illustrated in Fig. 5.10. It is evident that the eddy currents
strongly depend on the geometric dimensions of steel sheet samples due to Faraday’s law.
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applied flux
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currents
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Fig. 5.10: Eddy currents inside the steel sheet sample
The eddy current distribution affects homogeneity of flux density inside the sample which
is essential for the comparison of measurements with and without samples. The Maxwell
equations explain the relationship of applied flux density B and generated eddy current
density J (compare section 2.3):
B( t )
t
B( t )
  J I ( t )  σ
.
t
  E( t )  

(5.9)

The flux density B(t) is assumed to be sinusoidal and by introducing the complex exponential form, equation (5.9) is rewritten as:
  J I   jωσB .

(5.10)

The current density JI only depends on x- and y-axes leading to the final equation (5.11)
[62]:
δJ I, y
δx



δJ I, x
δy

  jωσBz .

(5.11)

The current distribution components in x- and y-direction create a flux density along the
z-axis, but there is a phase shift between both quantities of 90°. The flux density reaches
its time-related maximum while the current density is zero and vice versa. Hence, the flux
density must be analyzed during its time corresponding maximum to assure homogeneity.
There is an analytic approach in literature [36] to calculate eddy current and flux density
for steel plates with arbitrary geometric dimensions. It is based on sophisticated series
expansions and rather complex. Therefore, an FE simulation of the NDT in ANSYS Max-
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well is performed. A 3D model is necessary to describe eddy effects in the sample correctly. In contrast to the 2D approach in 5.3.1, the 3D simulation is executed for a flux
density of 1.0 T only because it is very time-consuming and a lot of processing power is
necessary.
Again an inductive BH-curve describes the magnetic properties of the yoke material. A
relative permeability of 100 characterizes the magnetic properties of the steel sheet sample
and its thickness equals 350 µm similar to the 2D simulation in part 5.3.1. Only onequarter of the NDT needs to be implemented in the FE software due to symmetry. An odd
symmetry boundary, where the normal component of the magnetic field is zero, is defined
for the vertical middle of the NDT. Other boundaries are defined alike the 2D FE simulation in subsection 5.3.1. A simulation time of 20 ms for a transient simulation is necessary
to reach steady state conditions. Time steps of ∆t = 100 µs and a nonlinear residual of 10- 7
are applied.
Fig. 5.11a) demonstrates the generated mesh in the entire NDT model on the left and inside the sample on the right-hand side. It consists of approximately 150,000 elements
caused by the difference in size of yokes and sample. Fig. 5.11 b) illustrates the flux density distribution in its time-related maximum. Especially the distribution inside the sample
proves a uniform flux density. The maximum eddy current density inside the sample
(Fig. 5.11 c), upper part) increases from the sample center to its outer edges and does not
distort the flux density in its time related maximum. However, eddy currents generate a
flux density themselves (Fig. 5.11 c), lower part). The question is, whether this flux density affects the power loss of the yokes whereas the NDT is equipped with plastic layer
and sample. The average flux density values yields 0.26 T and causes a specific totals loss
of about 0.034 W/kg in the volume of the yokes close to the sample. The applied flux
density of 1 T in this case generates a specific total loss value of approximately 0.37 W/kg
all over the yokes which is at least ten times bigger. Thus, the impact of additional power
losses in the yokes of the NDT caused by flux density as a result of eddy currents in the
samples are neglected due to their small value and their localized appearance. It is assumed that a NDT measurement without sample represents the power loss of the yokes in
a measurement with samples.
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Fig. 5.11: 3D FE simulation of the NDT: a) mesh, b) flux density and c) eddy current
distribution
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Equation (5.12) computes the generated loss per cycle based on this eddy current density
distribution [39]. The conductivity of the sample σ of 2.0833 MS/m is stated in the
datasheets [37, 64] and V symbolizes the volume of the sample. Eddy currents are supposed to be sinusoidal.
2
T
 J I ( t ) dt  dV
2
PEC    

T  0.5T
σ


(5.12)

Sample size affects the eddy current losses PEC and turns specific total loss PS as well as
specific apparent power SS into inappropriate criteria to characterize magnetic properties
orthogonal to the sheet plane. Different sample sizes would cause varying results in PS
and SS. Further on, the geometric conditions in transformer cores where normal flux occurs are always different. Thus, specific power loss as a result of flux density orthogonal
to the sheet plane is not analyzed in this work.

5.4

Measurement and data analysis

Both yokes of the NDT and the investigated steel sheet samples have the same cross section. Hence, the same flux density is applied to both of them. The influence of the yokes
on the measurements cannot be neglected. Two series of measurements, one with and one
without steel sheet sample are necessary. Flux density is controlled regarding waveform
and amplitude during both series similar to [70, 72]. In the following, the BH-curve of the
steel sheet samples is determined. However, eddy currents generated in the sample by the
applied flux density must be considered at first.

5.4.1

BH-curve determination

The size of the investigated steel sheet samples and geometric conditions in an electromagnetic device like power transformers strongly affect eddy currents generated by flux
orthogonal to the sheet plane (compare subsection 5.3.2). Hence, the magnetic properties
of electrical steel can only be determined when eddy effects do not occur.
The vector diagram in Fig. 5.12 a) explains the relationship of flux density B, secondary
voltage U2 and primary current I1 in the NDT equipped with steel sheet samples. The
secondary voltage U2 is placed on the real axis in the diagram, and the flux density B is
aligned with the imaginary axis due to the phase shift of 90° between the two quantities.
The current I1 is separated into its real (I1, real) and imaginary (I1, im) part. The time-related
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change in flux density B induces the eddy currents IEC in the yokes and primarily in the
samples. They are in phase with the real axis and the secondary voltage U2. The real part
of the primary current I1, real consists of eddy currents IEC and the real component of the
magnetization current Iµ, real caused by hysteresis and excess loss (compare subsection 2.2.2). The imaginary part of the magnetization current Iµ, im is parallel with the flux
density B. Since the induced eddy currents IEC are zero when the cosinusoidal flux density
reaches its maximum, the primary current I1 equals the imaginary part of the magnetization current Iµ, im, which is used to calculate the magnetic field H.
I1, real
IEC

Iµ, real
ɷ

H
~
I1, im
=
Iµ, im
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ɷ
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I1, 3
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Fig. 5.12: Vector diagram of real and imaginary current (a)) and harmonic components
in I1 (b))
This method to avoid the impact of eddy currents is only allowed when there are negligibly small harmonics part of the primary current I1. Fig. 5.12 b) illustrates the influence of
the third harmonic I1, 3 as an example (colored in blue). The amplitude of the primary
current I1 is the sum of its fundamental I1, 1 and the third harmonic I1, 3. If the participation
of harmonics in I1 is significant, the content of eddy currents and magnetization current
are not interpreted correctly. The red dashed lines indicate the results for current components achieved without harmonics.
Several NDT measurements without samples and equipped with different steel grades are
performed (Table 5.1). The THD (equation (3.6)) of the primary current I1 is calculated
and is always less than 1 %. Since the content of harmonics in the primary current is small,
their influence is neglected, and magnetization current can be determined as sketched in
Fig. 5.12 a). As a result, the BH-curve describing magnetic properties in normal direction
consists of the maximum flux density value and the time corresponding magnetic field
value. This kind of magnetization curve is introduced in section 4.3 and is called inductive
BH-curve. Equation (5.13) describes the calculation of the inductive magnetic field HL in
the NDT with and without steel sheet samples as a summation of the cosinus components
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ah in a Fourier expansion of the magnetic field. The variable h denotes the number of
applied orders which is one as explained above.

 

1

 

ˆ  a B
ˆ 
HL B

 h

h 1

(5.13)

The hysteresis model offers the possibility to determine a magnetic field value for an arbitrary flux density amplitude B^ , which is necessary for the calculation of the magnetic
field in the sheet, where an inductive BH-curve with and without steel sheet sample is
required. To avoid errors, both curves must rely on the same flux density vector and not
on the individually measured flux density amplitudes.
An equivalent magnetic circuit is used to explain the BH-curve determination of the samples. The Hopkinson's law describes this kind of circuit with a simple example in
Fig. 5.13.
AFe
Φ

Φ

lFe

v

Rm

I

Θ =H·lFe
=N·I

N

Fig. 5.13: Hopkinson's law [34]
Equation (5.14) computes the magneto-motive force Θ which equals the electromotive
force with the magnetic field H and the average magnetic path length lFe or the number of
turns N in the excitation winding and the applied current I. Ampere`s law defines this
relationship:
Θ  H  lFe  N  I .

(5.14)

The magnetic voltage v matches the electric voltage, and the magnetic flux Φ stands for
the magnetic current. The magnetic resistance Rm connects flux and magnetic voltage [34]
which depends on the average magnetic path length lFe, the cross section AFe of the
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ferromagnetic material inside the excitation winding and the permeability µ of the
ferromagnetic material (5.15).
v  Φ  Rm  Φ 

lFe
μ  AFe

(5.15)

The Hopkinson's law is applied to the NDT and leads to the magnetic circuit illustrated in
Fig. 5.14. A complete circuit is shown on the left; an individual magnetic resistance
expresses each circuit component. On the right-hand side, the full circuit is simplified.
The NDT measurement without steel sheet samples represents the magnetic voltage drop
across yokes and plastic layers in a NDT equipped with samples.
vyoke1

vplastic

vsheet
Θwith =
HL, with·lFe, with

Φ

Rm, yoke1
Rm, plastic

vplastic

Rm, sheet

vsheet

Θwith

Rm, without

vwo

2·Rm, sheet

2· vsheet

vw

Φ
Rm, yoke2
vyoke2

Fig. 5.14: Magnetic circuit of the NDT
Equation (5.16) describes the simplified circuit in Fig. 5.14 and the calculation of the
magnetic field HL, sheet. It contains information about the field in steel and coating of the
steel sheet sample. Therefore, the characteristics of the entire sheet with steel and coating
are related to the thickness of steel dsheet.
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vwith  vwithout  2vsteel
H L, with lFe, with  H L, without lFe, without  2ΦRm, sheet
ΦRm, steel 

H L, with lFe, with  H L , without lFe, without
2
H L, with lFe, with  H L, without lFe, without

d sheet

μsteel AFe
2
ˆB
H L, with lFe, with  H L, without lFe, without
d sheet 
μsteel
2

Φ

 H L, sheet 

(5.16)

H L, with lFe, with  H L, withoutlFe, without
2d sheet

This thickness must be measured on several samples with a micrometer gauge, and an
average value is calculated (Table 5.1). The thickness stated in the datasheet of the electrical steel grade is not sufficient due to the allowed tolerances of +/-25 µm to +/-30 µm
[69] which would have a significant influence on the calculated magnetic field.
NDT measurements with only plastic layers present and equipped with both plastic layers
and steel sheet samples are performed in a flux density range from 0.05 T to 1.0 T in
0.05 T steps and a frequency of 50 Hz. Five different electrical steel grades are
investigated as listed in Table 5.1. Their manufacturers are unknown despite for the first
and the last quality.
To estimate the reproducibility of the measurement procedure, five sample pairs per steel
grade are analyzed, respectively. Additionally, NDT measurements without samples are
repeated five times. The BH-curve of every single measurement is determined, and the
relative standard deviation γ of the magnetic field in the NDT with and without samples
is computed (compare (5.6)). Fig. 5.15 illustrates the relative standard deviation γ for five
repetitions per steel grade and five measurements without samples as function of the applied flux density. Sample measurements produce the highest deviation of 2.2 % for small
flux density values. However, γ decreases with increasing excitation flux density amplitudes. While the NDT is empty and only plastic layers are present, an approximately constant relative standard deviation of 0.25 % is achieved. Both approaches validate the NDT
being a suitable measurement device to determine the magnetic field within a good reproducibility.
The sample preparation is of great importance, especially the influence of cutting the steel
sheet samples must be reduced to a minimum. During the first NDT test measurements,
the cutting edges of the used samples were bent and had burrs which were responsible for
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an increase in the relative standard deviation of up to 20 %. The knife of the plate shears
was replaced, and the negative impact of the sample cutting could be decreased leading
to the small relative standard deviation mentioned above.

Fig. 5.15: Relative standard deviation in magnetic field measurements with NDT
The inductive BH-curves for each investigated steel grade are calculated based on equation (5.16). Fig. 5.16 illustrates the results of these calculations. There is an almost linear
relationship between magnetic field and flux density for all five different steel qualities
leading to an approximately constant relative permeability µr (5.17).
μr 

B̂
 H L, withlFe, with  H L, withoutlFe, without 
μ0 

2dsheet



(5.17)

A linear regression computes an average relative permeability µr. Table 5.1 shows the
average relative permeability µr of each electrical steel quality and the relative standard
deviation describing the difference between µr and the slope of the BH-curve. The small
deviation of less than 3 % verifies the average relative permeability µr as a good approximation of the magnetization behavior in normal direction. The values for the relative
permeability of all steel qualities are within a range of 20 to 40. The electrical steel qualities of the grades in Table 5.1 are ranked in ascending order. A relationship between steel
quality and µr in normal direction cannot be found. Further on, there is no dependence of
µr and the steel grade thickness dsheet.
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Table 5.1: Investigated electrical steel grades

Name

Manufacturer

µr in normal direction

dsheet
in µm

msample
in g

µr

23ZH85
M140-27L

Nippon Steel
unknown

226.3
265.3

5.38
6.27

27.4
21.1

rel. standard deviation γ
in %
2.1
1.7

M140-27S
M150-30S
C165-35

unknown
unknown
ThyssenKrupp

264.9
287.1
342.3

6.26
6.93
8.15

21.1
33.0
32.1

1.9
1.9
2.9

Fig. 5.16: Inductive BH-curves of different steel grades in normal direction
Finally, Fig. 5.17 compares the magnetic behavior of electrical steel in rolling, trans-rolling and normal direction for a C165-35 steel grade. The magnetic field in trans-rolling
direction is measured from 0.05 T to 1.5 T in 0.05 T steps because magnetic saturation is
reached at a flux density of 1.5 T. The comparison is an example for the high anisotropy
of electrical steel along the three spatial axis x, y and z. Table 5.2 gives the relative
permeability at a flux density amplitude of 1 T for all directions. Their anisotropic relationship is evident due to a factor of about 10 between relative permeability in rolling and
trans-rolling direction as well as a µr-ratio of approximately 1000 between rolling and
normal direction.
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Fig. 5.17: Comparison of inductive BH-curves in rolling, trans-rolling and normal direction of the steel grade C165-35

Table 5.2: Relative permeability comparison of different directions

^

µr ( B = 1 T)

5.4.2

rolling
direction

trans-rolling
direction

normal
direction

38314

3459

32.1

Calculation of eddy current losses

Subsection 5.3.2 explains, that eddy current losses generated by flux density orthogonal
to the sheet plane depend on the geometric dimensions of the investigated setup and its
magnetic properties. These losses are calculated for NDT samples in this part of the thesis.
Again a 3D simulation of the NDT is necessary while the sample thickness and the relative
permeability of two different steel grades are applied. A high-performance steel 23ZH85
and a low-cost material C165-35 are chosen to cover the variety of electrical steel qualities. Equation (5.12) computes the losses with the current density inside the sample.
ˆ2  P ~B
ˆ2  P c B
ˆ2
PEC ~ H
EC
EC
P
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According to [36], the eddy current losses are proportional to the applied magnetic field
amplitude squared. While the relative permeability is assumed to be constant, the described relationship is also valid for the corresponding flux density amplitude. With the
introduction of the constant cp, which represents material and geometric properties of the
sample, eddy current losses can be determined for arbitrary flux densities.
To prove equation (5.18), the eddy current distribution is simulated in a flux density range
from 0.2 T of 1.0 T in 0.2 T steps and the constant cp is calculated for eddy current loss at
0.2 T. Fig. 5.18 shows the relative error of simulated and calculated eddy current losses
for the both steel grades over the flux density range. The relative error is always below
0.02 % attesting an excellent accuracy of the calculation (5.18), and therefore only one
excitation needs to be simulated which saves simulation time.

Fig. 5.18: Relative error in simulated and calculated eddy current losses for the steel
grades 23ZH85 and C165-35
Fig. 5.19 and Fig. 5.20 illustrate the entire measured losses Pentire and the calculated eddy
current losses PEC for both steel grades investigated with the NDT.
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Fig. 5.19: Comparison of entire and eddy current losses of steel grade C165-35

Fig. 5.20: Comparison of entire and eddy current losses of steel grade 23ZH85
The eddy current losses are mainly responsible for the active power consumption of the
steel sheet. A loss separation into hysteresis, eddy current and excess loss as introduced
in subsection 2.2.2 is not allowed because the flux density is not homogeneous despite in
its time-related maximum. During all other time steps, the flux density is distorted by the
eddy current density as illustrated in Fig. 5.11. This relationship is accomplished by equation (5.11). The difference between entire and calculated eddy current power consumption
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(compare Fig. 5.19 and Fig. 5.20) equals hysteresis and excess losses but they depend on
the sample geometry due to the mostly inhomogeneous flux density distribution. A determination of specific hysteresis and excess losses is not possible with this sample size dependency. Therefore, the calculation of eddy current losses is a good approximation to
estimate losses created by flux density in normal direction.
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Simulation of core losses

The simulation of core losses requires a power transformers modeling of sufficient accuracy. There are several different approaches to model power transformers [35] which can
be separated according to their purpose. One possibility is a combination of magnetic and
electric circuits which describe the magnetic behavior of the core and the electric relationship of excitation voltage and current as it is proposed in [78]. In this work, transformer
modeling based on the Finite Element Method (FEM) is the most appropriate approach to
simulate core losses. It is possible to implement the geometric dimensions of the investigated transformer in detail and to characterize magnetic properties of the used electrical
steel close to reality relying on measured data. A good cooperation with the transformer
manufacturer is essential in order to get construction plans of the modeled devices. All
simulations are performed under steady state conditions only. Fast transients such as inrush currents are out of scope for this investigation.
The approach to simulate core losses in power transformers introduced in this chapter
consists of two main steps: In the first place, a Finite Element (FE) model and simulation
of the investigated electromagnetic device is needed to acquire a flux density and a magnetic field distribution. Furthermore, a post-processing algorithm determines the losses in
the active magnetic material.

6.1

Concept of FE simulation and post-processing

This section presents a brief overview of the FE simulation coupled with the post-processing algorithm (Fig. 6.1). All investigated electromagnetic devices are implemented in
the FE Software ANSYS Maxwell 2016. A simplified model in 2D or 3D is realized relying on blueprints or other construction data. The main interest is set on parts made of
electrical steel because the focus of this work are the losses produced within the core, and
geometric deviations have a major impact on the simulation results. The BH-curves determined in chapter 4.3 characterize the nonlinear magnetic behavior of the used electrical
steel. A transient simulation with a sinusoidal voltage as excitation is performed. The eddy
current solver is less accurate than the transient solver according to the manufacturer of
the used software. The simulation generates a magnetic field and flux density distribution
within the magnetically active components of the model. Both distributions including
mesh information are exported as a text file for post-processing operations which are
realized using MATLAB. During post-processing, the loss per finite element is computed
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based on imported and measured data. The entire loss generated by the modeled device is
a summation of all losses per element. The following section explains the concept of the
post-processing algorithm.
FE-Software

Numerical analysis software

Model setup
 Geometric dimensions
 2D or 3D
 BH characteristics

Simulation
 Transient excitation
 Generation of field
quantities H and B
 Export of H, B and
mesh

Post processing
 Loss calculation per
finite element
 Summation of entire
losses

Fig. 6.1: Flow chart of FE simulation combined with post-processing
The details of FE simulations strongly depend on the modeled electromagnetic device.
Hence, all specific information about each discussed device is given in the respective
subchapter. A core loss calculation is already part of the used FE software. However, there
are shortcomings in the implementation of the specific total loss leading to unsatisfying
loss simulation results (compare section 2.2.2). Thus, a novel post-processing algorithm
to determine core losses was developed. This algorithm is different depending on a 2D or
3D simulation model. As mentioned earlier, magnetic field and flux density at every single
point of the modeled electrical steel parts are provided by the FE simulation. The geometry data which are also exported describe the shape and the position of each finite element.
At first, the geometry of each element is analyzed. In ANSYS Maxwell the finite elements
of a 2D application are triangles and in 3D approach pyramids (Fig. 6.2). Triangles are
defined by the three points (p1 to p3), whereas pyramids consist of four points (p1 to p4).
p3

p3
a)

b)

p4

p1

p2

p1

Fig. 6.2: Finite element in a 2D (a)) and 3D (b)) application
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Equation (6.1) computes the triangle area Atriangle.

Atriangle 

1 p1( x, y ) 
1


det 1 p2 ( x, y ) 
2
1 p ( x, y 
3



(6.1)

The volume of each pyramid Velement is calculated in equation (6.2).

Vpyramid 

 p2 ( x, y,z )  p1( x, y,z ) 
1


det  p3 ( x, y,z )  p1( x, y,z ) 
6
 p ( x, y,z )  p ( x, y,z ) 
1
 4


(6.2)

The absolute values of the determinants in equation (6.1) and (6.2) are necessary because
they can produce negative values depending on the coordinates of the applied points.
When maximum or inductive BH-curves characterize the magnetic properties of the
modeled steel part, only the flux density at each point and in all possible directions (x, y
and z in a 3D application) is exported. The average flux density per element B̄xy[z] is calculated for each direction separately. Equation (6.3) delivers the required values, where
3D extensions are shown in squared brackets for convenience.
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The magnetic loss per element is expressed via equation (6.4).





Pelement  PS( Bx )  PS( By )   PS( Bz )  ρ  Velement

(6.4)
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In a 2D simulation, the volume of each element Velement is determined with triangle area
(equation (6.1)) and model depth. For a 3D approach, the element volume Velement equals
the result of equation (6.2). The mass of each element i is computed with the density of
electrical steel ρ (here: 7,650 kg/m³ [37, 64]) and its volume. Finally, the entire core losses
are a summation over all elements q of the FE model (6.5).
q

Penitre   Pelement (i )

(6.5)

i 1

If a resistive BH-curve is applied in the modeling, the magnetic field data is also exported,
and the average magnetic field value H̄xy[z] is determined in the same way as for the flux
density (6.6).
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The resistive BH-curve is useful if the active losses in electrical steel under sinusoidal
excitation are of interest. The entire active power consumption P of the transformer is
computed with the input current I(t) and input voltage U(t) (6.7).
T

P

1
I( t )  U( t ) dt
T 0

(6.7)

This calculation is a macroscopic treatment. In equation (6.8) the active power P is interpreted microscopically for each finite element relying on Ampere's law and Faraday's law.
Velement 
dB( t ) 
 H( t ) 
 dt
T 0 
dt 
T

Pelement 
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(6.8)
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The flux density B(t) and its deviation dB(t)/dt have a sinusoidal waveform and do not
contain harmonics. Hence, only the fundamental components in dB(t)/dt and H(t) which
are in phase to each other are needed to calculate the consumed active power per element
[22, p. 75]. They are time dependent and sinusoidal, but the solution of the integral delivers a constant value for the loss per element (6.9).
Pelement 


T
Velement 
dBˆ cos( ωt ) 
 H R sin( ωt ) 
 dt

T 0
dt


Velement
T

T

H

R



ˆ sin( ωt ) dt
sin( ωt )  Bω

0

(6.9)
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V
ˆ sin 2 ( ωt ) dt
 element H R Bω
0
T
ˆ
H Bω
 R
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The amplitudes of the magnetic field and the flux density define the resistive BH-curve
as explained in subsection 4.3. Similar to the maximum and inductive BH-curve approach,
all spatial directions are part of the loss calculation per element (6.10).
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V

element

ω

2

(6.10)

Again equation (6.5) determines the entire losses.
The anisotropy of electrical steel is not considered as explained in section 4.4. Only the
characteristics in rolling direction such as BH-curves and PS-curve (PS(Brolling) = PS( B̄x) =
PS(B̄y) = PS(B̄z)) describe the magnetic properties of electrical steel. These data sets are
obtained by measurements or provided by the steel manufacturer. The basic concept to
determine core losses as a combination of FE simulation and post-processing loss calculation were developed in [83] and further improvements were part of [84].

6.2

Validation with Single sheet tester model

A simple test setup approves the combination of FE simulation and post-processing algorithm. Thus, a 2D model of the SST is implemented in the FE software ANSYS Maxwell.
The model is loaded with the same steel grades analyzed in chapter 4 (C160-35 and
23ZH85) and all three BH-characteristics introduced in subsection 4.3 for both grades are
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analyzed. This approach neglects the magnetic anisotropy of electrical steel and assumes
the same magnetic properties in all directions for the modeled steel sheet. Fig. 6.3 illustrates the SST 2D model setup.
middle section of
steel sheet sample

primary winding
upper yoke

lower yoke
200 mm
y

250 mm
x

Fig. 6.3: Setup of the SST FE model
The yoke material is characterized by a constant relative permeability of 10,000, and only
the primary winding of 150 turns is part of the model. It is treated as a stranded winding
while skin and proximity effect are neglected. Since there is no secondary winding, a
compensation coil which is an air transformer connected in series to primary and secondary winding is not implemented in the model (compare section 3.2). The model depth
equals the width w of the modeled steel sheet sample, 250 mm in this case. The thickness
of the steel sheet sample dsheet is computed in compliance with [71]:
dsheet 

msheet
.
wl  ρ

(6.11)

The width w and the length l define the sample’s geometric dimensions. Its mass is given
by msheet and ρ denotes the density of electrical steel. The influence of the steel sheet’s
coating is neglected because its thickness is unknown. The difference between measured
sheet thickness, obtained with a micrometer gauge, and calculated thickness using equation (6.11) estimates the air gap between yokes and steel sheet sample.
A controller for the sinusoidal waveform of the flux density is not part of the model which
is not necessary because the primary winding is modeled without resistance. Therefore,
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the harmonics in the excitation current cannot cause a distorted flux density in the sample.
Thus, it is possible to generate a sinusoidal flux density in the sample without a controller.
A transient simulation in steps of the excitation voltage corresponding to a flux density B
from 0.05 T to 1.95 T is performed. To avoid a long simulation time until reaching steady
conditions a cosinusoidal excitation voltage is applied. The maximum flux density B^ is
reached after a quarter period due to Faraday’s law. Therefore a simulation time of a quarter period is sufficient, which means 5 ms in this case. The transient FE simulation is
performed in time steps of Δt = 100 μs with a nonlinear residual of 10-7. A VBA script
exports flux density and magnetic field distribution of the sample’s middle section (see
blue sample part in Fig. 6.3) as text file for each excitation flux density step at a simulation
time of 5 ms. This middle section corresponds to the magnetic path length lFe of the SST
and equals the actively measured part of the steel sample. Due to the absence of the secondary winding in the SST model, the flux density cannot be calculated using the inducted
secondary voltage. Instead, the average flux density in the middle section Bms is used,
which is obtained by equation (6.12).
q

Bms 

B  A
i 1

i

i

(6.12)

Ams

The average flux density per finite element B̄i is weighted with the element area Ai. The
ratio of the sum of all q elements and the entire area of the sample’s middle section Ams
delivers the average flux density for the middle section Bms. The leakage flux increases in
magnetic saturation, leading to a difference between applied flux density and the average
flux density in the sample’s middle section. The missing compensation coil and the lack
of a secondary voltage controller are responsible for this effect. To avoid an erroneous
comparison between simulated and measured power losses, the simulated results are related to the average flux density in the middle section of the steel sheet sample.
Again the two steel grades, C165-36 and 23ZH85 (compare chapter 4), are investigated,
and the simulated power losses relying on a maximum, inductive and resistive BH-curve
are compared. Fig. 6.4 illustrates the comparison of measured and simulated losses versus
average flux density. Differences between the results cannot be recognized, therefore the
relative error is calculated and displayed in Fig. 6.5.
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Fig. 6.4: Comparison of power loss determination based on maximum, inductive and resistive BH-curves

Fig. 6.5: Relative error in power loss determination based on maximum, inductive and
resistive BH-curve
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The loss determination relying on the maximum and the inductive BH-curve are very similar and show a good agreement across the entire flux density range, only in high
saturation, a maximum error of +/-0.3 % occurs. Simulations based on the resistive BHcurve deliver a higher deviation compared to measured data. Especially for small flux
densities, relative errors up to 2.5 % arise. Despite that, the relative error does not exceed
a value of 0.25 %, but its variation is higher in comparison to the other BH-curve approaches. All in all, the combination of FE simulation and post-processing algorithm delivers good results for all three BH-curves representing the magnetic characteristics of the
investigated electrical steel grades.

6.3

Investigation of power transformers

In this part of the thesis, the core losses of power transformers will be analyzed. At first,
two single phase applications and in a second step two three phase transformers are
modeled, and their power consumptions without load are simulated. The manufacturer
provides detailed construction plans and an SST sample of the electrical steel grade
applied in the core of each transformer. All of them are manufactured by J. Schneider
Elektrotechnik GmbH and are characterized by an air cooled core setup. Information
about the measured no-load losses at rated terminal voltage are stated in each test certificate which is available for all devices. The magnetic anisotropy of electrical steel is not
implemented in the FE model, reasons are explained in section 4.4. Furthermore, the characteristics of electrical steel in orthogonal to the sheet plane (see chapter 5) cannot be
included in the modelling because an implementation of every single sheet of the transformer would be necessary to acquire the same geometric dimensions in model and the
real core. Considering each steel sheet leads to a complex FE-model which even super
computers cannot process in reasonable time.

6.3.1

Single phase transformer

6.3.1.1

Transformer T1

The first power transformer, called T1, has a rating of 200 kVA. The stepped core is made
of cold rolled grain-orientated steel (C 165-35) in step lap stacking. Fig. 6.6 illustrates the
transformer setup. It consists of two identical winding systems connected in series (see
Fig. 6.6 a)). The low voltage side (LV) is a layer or barrel winding with two times 23 turns
and a rated total voltage of 500 V. The 10 kV high voltage side (HV) is a disk winding
with two times 230 turns. The core of the transformer has a stepped cross section to approximate a circular shape (Fig. 6.6 b)). All relevant characteristics of the transformer are
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stated in Table 6.1; the variable N represents the number of turns per winding. Appendix
B.1 gives the test certificate of T1 as example.

Core

Core cross
section

High
voltage
winding

b)

Low
voltage
winding

a)

Fig. 6.6: a) Transformer setup, b) core cross section

Table 6.1: Properties of transformer T1 (see test certificate in Appendix B.1)

Rated parameters

Low voltage side
(LV):
High voltage side
(HV):

Short circuit test

ULV = 500 V
Apparent power:

SSC = 6,394 kVA

Active power:

PSC = 1,411 kW

Current:

ISC = 386.11 A

NLV = 46
UHV = 10 kV
NHV = 920

Rated power:

SR = 200 kVA

Core mass:
Average induction:

mCore = 583 kg
B̄ = 1.65 T

The fact that the transformer T1 belongs to the Instiute allows to perform no-load measurements in the Institute’s lab. The no-load losses of the power transformer are measured
similar to IEEE Std C57.12.91-2011 [66]. Fig. 6.7 sketches the measurement setup. A
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power meter LMG 500 [10] is used to gauge the average active power P in 50 V steps of
the terminal voltage U from 50 V to 500 V (RMS). A four quadrant amplifier which is
remote controlled via PC works as power source. The total harmonic distortion (THD,
equation (3.6)) of the excitation voltage never exceeds 1 %.
Four quadrant
amplifier

Power meter
LMG 500

Transformer T1
I1

A
V

U1

PC

Fig. 6.7: Setup to measure no-load losses of transformer T1
Measured quantities are the power consumption of the core and the parasitic components
(copper resistance RCu and the leakage inductance Lσ1) of the low voltage winding, see
transformer sketch in Fig. 6.8.
RCu

Lσ1

I1
NLV

U1
Core

Fig. 6.8: Transformer with lumped parasitic elements (RCu and Lσ1)
These components are approximated with 4.73 mΩ and 66.57 µH. Equation (6.13) and
(6.14) calculate both values using the results of a short circuit measurement (index “SC”)
from the transformer test certificate stated in Table 6.1. Thereby, an equal separation of
copper resistance RCu and the leakage inductance Lσ1 on high voltage and low voltage
winding is assumed [23].
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RCu 
Lσ1 

PSC
2  ISC 2

(6.13)

SSC 2  PSC 2

(6.14)

2  ω  ISC 2

The parasitic elements are required to compute the power consumption of the core PCore
using the excitation voltage U(t) and current I(t).
T

PCore 





1
2
U  t   I  t   I  t  RCu dt
T 0

(6.15)

Fig. 6.9 shows a comparison of measured and calculated power consumption. The maximum difference between both is less than 0.1 %. Thus, the influence of parasitic elements
(RCu and Lσ1) on no-load losses can be neglected as explained in [48, section 1-6]. It is
assumed that the measured no-load losses equal the core losses and therefore measured
no-load losses are used for comparison to simulated losses from now on. The terms noload losses and core losses are applied coequally.
In addition to measurement and calculation, the losses without load are estimated as function of the core mass mCore and specific total loss PS (compare section 4.1):

 

ˆ m .
Pestimated  PS B
Core

(6.16)

Fig. 6.9 also illustrates estimation results which differ significantly from the measurements which make the new core loss simulation method combining FE simulation and
post-processing necessary.
The measured and estimated losses are compared using the building factor BF at rated
voltage (6.17). As stated in [47, p. 452, 49, p. 111] that the BF is usually in a range of 1.15
to 1.4, but in the case of T1 a BF of 0.8735 is achieved. Reasons for this behavior could
be the small size of the transformer and the low-cost electrical steel of the core. The mentioned BF range is determined for large three phase applications with cores made of highquality steel.
BF 
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Fig. 6.9: Comparison of measured, calculated and estimated core losses
Nevertheless, the FE simulation of the transformer is performed in 3D. The electrical steel
grade C165-35 is used in the transformer core. The three BH-curves express its magnetic
properties (maximum, inductive and resistive) determined in chapter 4.3 and shown in
Appendix B.2. A stacking factor of 96 % known from the electrical steel datasheet [64]
describes the relation of steel, coating and air gaps between the steel sheets. The no-load
losses are of interest and therefore, only the low voltage winding is part of the model
setup. It is a barrel winding with twice 23 turns, 46 turns in total. But not every single turn
is implemented in the model. However, based on the real setup, they are separated into
one group of 12 and another of 11 turns. Both groups are realized as stranded windings,
skin effect and proximity effect are not taken into consideration. All materials which are
not essential for the electric and magnetic functionality of the transformer such as glassfiber or reinforced plastics are ignored, since they do not influence the magnetic behavior
of the core.
The 3D model of the power transformer is implemented in the FE Software ANSYS Maxwell 2016. Due to symmetry, only one eighth of the transformer needs to be modeled. An
odd symmetry boundary, where the normal component of the magnetic field is zero, is
defined for the vertical middle of the transformer. An even symmetry boundary, where
the tangential component of the field is zero, is applied to the edges indicated by the red
dashed lines in Fig. 6.6. A transient simulation in ten steps of the excitation voltage U
from 50 V to 500 V is performed. A cosinusoidal excitation voltage produces a simulation
time of 5 ms because the maximum flux density is reached at that point. Time steps of
∆t = 100 µs, a nonlinear residual of 10-7 and a fine mesh consisting of approximately
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20,000 elements (Fig. 6.10 a)) are applied in the simulation. A further mesh refinement
does not affect the loss calculation. Fig. 6.10 b) illustrates the flux density distribution for
an excitation of 500 V and a maximum BH-curve. The results of a FE simulation relying
on an inductive BH-curve are very similar. Hence, they are not shown additionally for
convenience. Fig. 6.11 displays flux density (a)) and magnetic field (b)) distributions for
the same excitation of 500 V based on a resistive BH-curve. All distributions are exported
as text file for each excitation at a simulation time of 5 ms. The influence of different BHcurves on the flux density distribution is evident while comparing Fig. 6.10 b) and
Fig. 6.11 b). Higher flux density values are generated in the L-joint region (compare subsection 2.1.1 ) of the core when a resistive BH-curve describes the steel’s magnetic properties.
Flux density and magnetic field distributions are input for the post-processing algorithm
as explicated in subsection 6.1. The core losses are determined for each BH-curve (maximum, inductive and resistive) separately with a MATLAB program. The loss calculation
produces the results illustrated in Fig. 6.12. Measured and simulated loss curves are very
similar, and differences can hardly be recognized. Therefore, the relative error is computed and shown in Fig. 6.13. Additionally, the relative error for estimated losses determined by equation (6.16) is illustrated here. The estimated losses differ most from the
measured ones, between 14.4 % and 28.7 %.
However, flux distribution in a transformer core and a steel sheet sample are not uniform,
especially inside joints of yoke and limb where magnetic flux turns by an angle of 90°.
The change in magnetic path length along the width of the core cross section generates
the inhomogeneous flux distribution in this parts of the core, which is implemented much
better by a FE simulation. The combination of 3D simulation and post-processing generates a similar error of -2.9 % to 7.7 % for a maximum and an inductive BH-curve. The
approach based on the resistive BH-curve delivers slightly different results with a deviation to measurements of -4.6 % to 6.8 %. While rated voltage is applied to the transformer,
all FE simulations deliver an error between -2.9 % and -0.5 % which is assumed to be
within an acceptable range. The investigation of core losses in transformer T1 besides the
combination of FE simulation and post-processing algorithm based on a maximum BHcurve has been published previously in [74]. All further transformer investigations do not
consider inductive and resistive BH-curves due to small differences in simulation results.
The magnetic characteristics are described by a maximum BH-curve only, which is usually
provided by electrical steel manufacturers.
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Fig. 6.10: Applied mesh (a)) and flux density distribution (b)) for 500 V (RMS) at
t=5 ms based on a maximum BH-curve of transformer T1
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Fig. 6.11: Flux density distribution (a)) and magnetic field distribution (b)) for 500 V
(RMS) at t=5 ms based on a resistive BH-curve of transformer T1
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Fig. 6.12: Comparison of measured and simulated losses

Fig. 6.13: Relative error in estimated and simulated core losses
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6.3.1.2

Transformer T2

The second investigated transformer has a very similar setup compared to the first one. Its
winding system is separated equally on both limbs. The step lap method is applied to build
the core of the same steel grade M165-35 with a circular core cross section and a stacking
factor of 96 %. Table 6.2 shows the relevant parameters.
Table 6.2: Rated parameters of transformer T2
ULV = 720 V
NLV = 48
UHV = 2 kV
NHV = 133
SR = 240 kVA
mCore = 968.4 kg
B̄ = 1.54 T

Low voltage side:
High voltage side:
Rated power:
Core mass:
Average induction:

All details of the core are provided by the manufacturer, but only the height of the low
voltage winding hN is given. The winding’s cross section ACu is approximated with a current density JI of 3 A/mm², the number of turns NLV and the rated current which is the
ratio of rated power and voltage. Finally, the width of the low voltage winding w is calculated with its cross section ACu and its height hN (6.18).
ACu  J I  N LV 

SR
U LV

(6.18)
w

ACu
hN

Although the geometric dimensions of the low voltage winding are not known precisely,
an FE simulation of transformer T2 is possible because the winding is for excitation only
and the core is of major interest. A transient 3D FE simulation is performed for 5 ms with
time steps of 100 µs, a cosinusoidal excitation voltage and a residual of 10 - 7. Fig. 6.14
demonstrates the applied mesh of approximately 20,000 pyramids and the flux density
distribution of an excitation voltage of 720 V (RMS).
The post-processing algorithm calculates the core losses (compare section 6.1). Table 6.3
gives the results of measured, simulated and estimated core losses (compare equation
(6.16)).
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Table 6.3: Comparison of measured, simulated and estimated core losses for T2
Test certificate

Simulation

Estimation

Active power:

823 W

896.8 W

1,052.4 W

Relative error:

--

9.0 %

27.9 %

All loss values are determined for an excitation voltage of 720 V because only information
at rated voltage is available. A relative error of 9.0 % for the FE simulation combined with
post-processing algorithm is achieved, whereas the loss estimation generates an error of
27.9 %. Although the simulation approach delivers a better result as the estimation, the
deviation between simulation and measurement is still substantial.
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Fig. 6.14: Applied mesh (a)) and flux density distribution (b)) for 720 V (RMS) at
t=5 ms based on a maximum BH-curve of transformer T2

6.3.2

Three phase transformer

Next to the single phase transformers T1 and T2, two three-phase applications are modeled,
and their core losses are simulated in a similar way. The manufacturer provides detailed
blueprints of the core construction for both transformers, but values for no-load losses are
only available at rated voltage. Their core is built in step lap method with a circular cross
section. The FE models equal one-quarter of the entire transformer due to symmetry. The
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same boundary conditions are applied as explained in the model setup of transformer T1.
The core losses are simulated in the following.

6.3.2.1

Transformer T3

The parameters in Table 6.4 characterize the transformer T3. The core consists of the steel
grade M165-35. Although all necessary information about the core is available, only the
height of the high voltage winding is known. Similar to the transformer T2, the cross section of the winding is estimated with its height and a current density of 3 A/mm². All three
coils of the high-voltage winding are delta connected. Again a maximum BH-curve describes the magnetic properties of the core, and a stacking factor of 97.5 % is applied
which is provided by the transformer manufacturer.
Table 6.4: Rated parameters of transformer T3
Low voltage side:
High voltage side:
Rated power:
Core mass:
Average induction:

ULV = 56 V
NLV = 4
UHV = 400 V
NHV = 29
SR = 698 kVA
mCore = 2,393.2 kg
B̄ = 1.21 T

A transient 3D FE simulation is performed for 20 ms with time steps of 104.167 µs. The
excitation corresponds to three sinusoidal voltages with a phase shift of 120° and an amplitude of 400 V. Again a residual of 10- 7 is chosen, and a mesh of approximately 60,000
pyramids is generated. In contrast to a single phase transformer, the maximum flux density
in all finite elements of the transformer core is not reached in one certain time step.
Fig. 6.15 illustrates the flux density distribution for a zero crossing of the excitation voltage at each phase U, V and W. The flux density distribution in the transformer core is a
correlation of all three phases. To find the maximum in each finite element for postprocessing, all distributions are exported for all time steps during a half period of the
excitation voltage. The first 10 ms of simulation time are necessary to assure steady-state
conditions, and during the time of 10 ms to 20 ms the flux density data is exported in
104.67 µs steps. In contrast to the single phase applications T1 and T2 a longer simulation
time of 10 ms is essential for three phase transformers to guaranty an absolute maximum
flux density in each phase during this time.
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Fig. 6.15: Flux density distribution in transformer T3 with the maximum flux density in
phase U, phase V and phase W
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The ratio between time step and cycle time must be a multiple of three with respect to the
three phase application. The absolute flux density maximum for each spatial axis x, y and
z are searched among all exported time steps. A MATLAB program creates a maximum
flux density distribution, which is input to the post-processing algorithm as explained in
section 6.1. Table 6.5 shows the results of FE simulation and post-processing including a
comparison to measured and estimated core losses.
Table 6.5: Comparison of measured, simulated and estimated core losses for T3
Test certificate

Simulation

Estimation

Active power:

1,247 W

1,408 W

1,535.4 W

Relative error:

--

12.9 %

23.1 %

The FE simulation combined with post-processing algorithm creates a relative error of
12.9 %, while the loss estimation achieves an error of 23.1 %. The deviation of the
simulation approach is smaller than the estimation, but there is still a major difference to
measured losses.

6.3.2.2

Transformer T4

The second three-phase transformer T4 is described by Table 6.6. Its setup is similar to
transformer T3, but a different electrical steel quality (M140-27) is used in the core. The
transformer manufacturer provides an SST sample of the same steel grade, and a maximum
BH-curve based on own measurements characterizes the magnetic behavior of the core.
A stacking factor of 96.4 % is applied known from the transformer construction plan. The
geometric dimensions of the low voltage winding are estimated as done for the transformers T2 and T3. The low voltage winding is star connected and modeled for excitation.
Table 6.6: Rated parameters of transformer T4
Low voltage side:
High voltage side:
Rated power:
Core mass:
Average induction:

ULV = 400 V
NLV = 11
UHV = 21 kV
NHV = 999
SR = 3,500 kVA
mCore = 3,040 kg
B̄ = 1.58 T
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Again a maximum flux density distribution is created by searching the maximum among
exported flux density data described in the preceding subsection. The post-processing in
MATLAB delivers the simulated core losses in Table 6.7 which compares the result to
measured and simulated losses.
Table 6.7: Comparison of measured, simulated and estimated core losses for T4
Test certificate

Simulation

Estimation

Active power:

2,663 W

2,308.7 W

2,509.5 W

Relative error:

--

-13.3 %

-5.8 %

This time, the combination of FE simulation and post-processing algorithm is responsible
for a relative error of -13.3 %, which is higher than the deviation created by the loss estimation of -5.8 %. Reasons for this behavior are outlined in the next section.

6.4

Discussion

Four different transformers are investigated with respect to their core losses which are
simulated and compared to measured data. The simulation results of the first transformer
T1 shows good agreement with measurements, especially at rated voltage a small relative
error of -2.9 % is achieved. There are simplifications in the transformer modeling like the
assumed magnetic isotropy of the core and no step lap stacking which decrease simulated
losses in comparison to measurements. Nevertheless, the simulated losses of the transformer T2 to T4 deliver a deviation of -13.3 % to 12.9 %, which cannot be explained by
model simplifications. After discussing the results of the transformers T2 to T4 with the
manufacturer, it turned out, that only the used steel grade is known, but their manufacturer
cannot be clearly identified. Although the provided steel sheet samples belong to the same
steel quality utilized in the core, their manufacturer could be different. Only in the case of
transformer T1, grade and manufacturer match in sample and core. However, various steel
producers cause different magnetic properties, even if the electrical steel belongs to the
same standardized grade (see section 4.1). Thus, one reason for the erroneous simulation
results is the difference in magnetic properties of investigated SST sample and electrical
steel of the transformer core.
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Further reasons for differences between measurement and simulation can be found in the
measurement device, the SST according to IEC 60404-3 [70]. The magnetic path length
of SST changes with polarization amplitude leading to an error in measuring the magnetic
field strength [11]. Systematic errors in the magnetic field and flux density measurements
are discussed in [20]. Another important aspect is the variance of magnetic properties
along a steel sheet coil [4]. In this work a 25 cm x 25 cm steel sample per steel grade is
used for SST measurements. Its properties describe the magnetic behavior of the entire
transformer core. Hence, there is uncertainty in modeling the magnetic properties. Appendix B.2 gives used the BH- and PS-curves.
Despite the deviations of simulation and measurement caused by uncertain steel characteristics, the FE simulation combined with post-processing loss calculation offers the possibility to determine core losses in power transformers without experience achieved from
identically constructed transformers. This approach could be helpful when there are
changes in core design or core material.
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Nowadays, transformer cores consist of one electrical steel sheet quality. Its magnetic
properties determine the power consumption of the transformer at no-load conditions.
Chapter 6 introduces a combination of FE simulation and post-processing algorithm for
calculating transformer core losses. Based on this loss simulation method, mixed cores
made of two different electrical steel grades are investigated in this chapter. The goal of a
mixed transformer core design is to reach same production cost but fewer core losses
compared to a transformer with a core made of only one steel grade in the same application. The selection of appropriate steel quality combinations is explained and applied to a
modeled power transformer. Finally, the core loss reduction caused by a mixed core design is investigated under economical aspects. The concept of a mixed core design was
previously introduced in [73].

7.1

Mixed core design without change in geometry

The influence of two carefully chosen steel grades on the transformer’s core losses is of
interest. The design of transformer T1 analyzed in the preceding chapter is selected as the
basis for the following studies. Its geometry remains unchanged in this section.

7.1.1

Combination of different steel grades

The specific total loss describes the electrical steel’s quality. Different steel grades are
categorized by the specific total loss as explained in 4.1. Table 7.2 shows a range of different electrical steel qualities. The manufacturer ThyssenKrupp provides detailed magnetic properties like maximum BH-curve and PS-curve. An interpolation of the PS-curve
for each electrical steel grade determines the specific total loss values at a maximum polarization of 1.7 T. The steel grades are sorted based on this value, which could cause a
contrary order compared to the steel names (see s = 8). The maximum specific total loss
value as part of the steel name is only an upper limit. The real specific total loss is usually
significantly lower leading to this new order of the listed electrical steel grades.
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Table 7.1: Electrical steel grade specifications
Number
s
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Name

Specific total loss PS
^
in W/kg @ J =1.7 T

Specific costs
CS in €/kg

C103-27
C110-23

1.000
1.064

3.45
3.34

C110-27
C120-23
C120-27

1.073
1.141
1.160

3.32
3.21
3.18

C130-30
C130-27
C127-23

1.205
1.210
1.235

3.10
3.09
3.05

C140-30
C150-30

1.264
1.323

C140-35
C150-35
C165-35

1.330
1.397
1.469

3.00
2.90
2.89
2.75
2.60

Fig. 7.1 illustrates an example of a mixed core setup and its combined core cross section.
One half of the cross section is sufficient due to symmetry. It is separated into two continuous parts, the area A1 made of the better steel grade PS1 and area A2 where the worse
steel grade PS2 is utilized. All parts cover the magnetic path length lFe. They are parallel
connected in an equivalent magnetic circuit of the mixed core.
A2

A1
Core cross
section
AFe
b)

Magnetic
path length
lFe
a)

Fig. 7.1: a) Mixed core setup, b) Core cross section of a mixed core design
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The relationship of better steel grade mass mPs1 to the entire core mass mCore defines the
grade ratio of the better steel grade a (7.1). Equation (7.1) also describes the grade ratio
of the worse steel grade 1-a:
a

mPs1
mCore

m
1  a  Ps2
mCore

.

(7.1)

The mixed core manufacturing cost (CMC12) must equal the reference core manufacturing
cost (CMC3) (7.2). Labor cost for cutting sheets and producing the core is already part of
the specific price per mass CS1-3 for each steel grade. The cost CMC3 for the reference
core are calculated with the price of the steel grade CS3 and the core mass. The mixed core
cost CMC12 is computed with the grade ratio a, the specific price CS1 of the better steel
grade PS1 and the worse steel quality symbolized by PS2 and CS2. The grade ratio a can
now be computed in (7.2) and relies only on the specific prices of the involved steel qualities.
CMC3  CMC12  CMC
mCore  CS3  mCore  a  CS1  1  a   CS2 

(7.2)


a

CS3  CS2 mPs1

CS1  CS2 mCore

Table 7.1 gives the specific price of each steel grade. It is difficuilt to get information
about prices because electrical steel and transformer manufacturer do not provide all details. Reasons could be individual price negotiations and the fact that electrical steel belongs to worldwide traded goods. Thus, only specific prices of three steel grades are available, indicated by bold digits in Table 7.1. All other specific price values are an inter- or
extrapolation of a linear curve fit between specific losses and the known specific prices.
This specific price determination is erroneous but still realistic. Without these assumptions, an investigation of mixed core designs would not be possible.
The losses of the mixed core P12 are approximated by equation (7.3):





ˆ )  (1  a )  P ( B
ˆ) .
P12  mCore a  PS1( B
S2

(7.3)
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The flux density B^ results from the transformer’s excitation voltage (compare equation
(5.2); B^ T1=1.65 T) and is input for both specific total loss curve fits PS1(B^ ) and PS2(B^ )
which are based on PS-curves provided by ThyssenKrupp. A PS-curve defines a relationship of specific total loss and polarization amplitude which is transformed to a function
of flux density by equation (4.5). The mixed core losses P12 are compared to the losses of
the reference core P3 which are estimated as follows:





ˆ) .
P3  mCore PS3 ( B

(7.4)

The loss ratio p of mixed core losses P12 and reference core losses P3 indicate whether an
increase or a decrease of losses is achieved by the combination of two different steel
grades.
p

ˆ
ˆ
P3 ( mCore ,B,C
3 )  P12 ( mCore ,a,B,C1 ,C2 )
ˆ
P3 ( mCore ,B,C3 )

(7.5)

Datasets of 13 different steel grades produce 286 possible combinations (7.6).
12

  s  1 12  s  1  286
s2

possible

possible

PS 1

PS 2

(7.6)

The variable s gives the number of each possible steel grade used in the reference core
(Table 7.1). The best grade (s = 1) and the worst grade (s = 13) could not be applied to the
reference core. The equal cost condition for mixed and reference core cannot be fullfilled
in these cases. The first term in equation (7.6) stands for better steel grades PS1, whereas
the second one defines the number of worse steel grades PS2. Both choices depend on the
selected reference steel grade PS3. A MATLAB program calculates the mixed and reference core losses for all 286 steel grade combinations. Those combinations with a loss
decrease in the mixed core design of more than 1 % are selected and sorted regarding their
core manufacturing cost. Finally, steel combinations with the highest loss reduction per
manufacturing cost level are selected. Eight different steel grade combinations satisfy
these requirements (Table 7.2). The number and kind of steel grade combinations strongly
depend on the specific prices of the steel grades. A change in price would cause different
steel grade combinations directly because their selection relies on the manufacturing cost
of the transformer core (equation (7.2)). Table 7.2 gives information about core manufacturing cost and the grade ratio a. The first steel combination for a mixed core design with
the best loss ratio p is the most expensive one. However, the second combination belongs
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to a transformer with low manufacturing cost. On the other hand, the grade ratio a ranges
between 14.64 % and 94.74 % with no relation to the loss ratio p. There is neither a dependency to manufacturing cost nor the grade ratio.
Table 7.2: Selected steel grade combinations for a mixed core design

Combination

Name
PS1

Name
PS2

Name
PS3

Core manufacturing costs
CMC (€)

Grade ratio
a (%)

Loss ratio
p (%)

1

C110-23

C127-23

C110-27

1938

94.74

4.21

2

C127-23

C165-35

C140-35

1682

63.59

3.56

3

C110-23

C127-23

C130-27

1802

14.62

3.22

4

C110-23

C127-23

C130-30

1807

17.54

3.14

5

C127-23

C165-35

C140-30

1749

89.06

3.05

6

C127-23

C165-35

C150-30

1691

66.79

2.62

7

C110-23

C127-23

C120-27

1852

43.86

2.32

8

C127-23

C165-35

C150-35

1602

32.94

1.81

7.1.2

Core loss simulation

Based on the steel grade selection stated in Table 7.2, core losses are simulated with the
FE model of transformer T1 introduced in subsection 6.3.1.1. Similar to the analytic calculation of the loss ratio p, a mixed and a reference core design are modeled, and the core
losses are calculated via post-processing for each combination. Fig. 7.2 shows a comparison of loss ratio p determined with the analytic approach and the combination of FE simulation plus post-processing algorithm. The FE approach delivers a higher loss ratio because an iteration adapts flux density in different steel grade parts and therefore an
energetic equilibrium is reached leading to lower losses. Hence, the loss ratio p based on
the FE approach is more realistic.
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Fig. 7.2: Comparison of loss ratio p for FE simulation and analytic approach

7.1.3

Load loss approximation

The core losses represent the no-load losses of a transformer which are generated whenever the transformer is energized. In contrast to that, the load current Iload is responsible
for transformer load losses, which are separated into three categories:
- Resistive loss generated by the parasitic resistance of the windings
- Eddy current loss in windings
- Eddy current loss in tank and auxiliary metal constructions
The investigated transformer type is an air cooled core setup and a tank is not part of it.
Furthermore, the losses in the coil conductors as the sum of resistive and eddy current loss
contribute the majority of the load losses [49, pp. 54]. Equation (7.7) delivers a good approximation of load losses Pk.
2
Pk  I load
 RAC

(7.7)

The AC resistance of the windings RAC already contains eddy effects and represents their
losses. It is calculated in subsection 6.3.1.1 with a short circuit test of the transformer T1.
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An AC resistance of 9.46 mΩ is computed which represents low and high voltage winding. Equation (7.7) calculates the load losses of 1,514.35 W whereas the rated current of
400 A is applied as load current Iload. Otherwise, the AC resistance can be calculated analytically [21] which implies detailed knowledge about the winding setup and is rather
complex. Thus, the approximation of AC resistance based on a short circuit test is used in
this work.

7.1.4

Cost consideration

Until now only the impact of a mixed core design on the no-load losses is investigated.
The no-load losses produce cost over the entire lifetime of a power transformer which is
an interesting criterion for the comparison of mixed and reference core design. The entire
cost including purchase (initial cost: IC) and lifecycle cost are the total cost of ownership
(TCO) [24].
TCO  IC  A  P0  X  Pk
 CMC  WMC  A  P0  X  Pk

(7.8)

The initial cost IC is the sum of winding manufacturing cost WMC and core manufacturing
cost CMC (equation (7.2)). The geometric dimensions of the modeled power transformer
remain unchanged, and the coil design is the same for all mixed core combinations. The
constant WMC are estimated with the copper mass of the coils mCu and the specific price
of copper CCu [54, pp 36]. Equation (7.9) delivers the WMC for transformer T1, with a mCu
of 160 kg and CCu of 5 €/kg. A margin of 25 % dedicates expenses for labor.
WMC  mCu  CCu  1.25  160 kg  5.0

€
 1.25  1000 €
kg

(7.9)

The second component of the TCO calculation represents cost due to no-load loss P0. The
variable A denotes the assigned cost of no-load losses per watt and is defined as follows:
 1 
1 

1 r 
A  oh  Cy/2  
r

y

(7.10)

A discount rate for the investment per year (“cost of money”) r of 5 %, an expected
lifetime of the transformer y of 40 years and transformer operating hours oh of 8,760 h
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per year are assumed. Equation (7.11) gives the cost of energy at the mid-life of the transformer Cy/2.

Cy/2 



C  C  1  z 

y



(7.11)

2

The initial cost of energy C is chosen to be 0.06 €/ kWh and z gives the annual increase
of energy price of 2 % [24]. The last term of equation (7.8) represents the influence of
load losses Pk, where X are their assigned cost per watt (7.12).
 1 
1 

1 r 
2
X  k  g  Cy/2  
r
with
k

y

(7.12)

Pload
PR

The calculation of X is very similar to A, despite the variable k which describes the ratio
of average loading P̄load and rated active power PR of the transformer during its lifetime.
An average loading of k = 1 is assumed in this work [24].
Fig. 7.3 demonstrates the TCO of the eight mixed and reference core designs introduced
in Table 7.2 relying on the FE simulation. The brighter parts of each bar symbolize the
core manufacturing cost while the darker sections of each column in Fig. 7.3 stand for
costs created by no-load losses. The parameter c indicates the cost ratio of the mixed core
approach compared to each reference core:
c

TCOreference core  TCOmixed core
.
TCOreference core

(7.13)

Although combination 1 requires the highest core manufacturing cost, it shows the lowest
TCO over the lifetime of the transformer. As CMC are below 10 % of the TCO, the major
part of TCO is created by life cycle costs which explain why the combination 1 (Table 7.2)
is the most cost effective solution in this scenario. Costs caused by no-load losses are the
only cost component varying between mixed and reference core design, which is the reason why cost ratio c and loss ratio p follow the same trend, but c is smaller than p.
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Fig. 7.3: TCO of mixed and reference core design

7.2

Mixed core design with change in geometry

Up to now, mixed core designs made of two different steel grades are investigated, but
the transformer excitation is not changed. This section introduces an adaptation of the
average flux density induced by the excitation voltage. The excitation change could be
realized by a modification of the terminal voltage, the number of turns in the windings or
the core cross section of the transformer based on Faraday’s law. Only the last option is
useful and leads to an adaptation of the transformer geometry.

7.2.1

Analytic approximation of TCO

All 286 different steel grade combinations (compare equation (7.6)) are calculated for a
flux density range from 0.05 T to 1.95 T in 0.05 T steps. The maximum loss ratio pmax is
determined for each flux density value; Fig. 7.4 displays the results. The highest influence
of a mixed core design on the maximum loss ratio pmax can be found for small excitations.
Its minimum is reached at 1.7 T followed by an increase of pmax for greater flux densities.
The reason for this minimum could be the steel grade characterization at a flux density
value of 1.7 T. The maximum loss ratio is not an applicable criterion to find appropriate
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steel grade combinations because it does not provide any further information. It only gives
a comparison of core losses but does not tell anything about total losses and so about costs.
The TCO is useful to select suitable mixed core designs due to its general economic message. As already explained in equation (7.8), the TCO is a sum of initial and life cycle
costs. The initial cost represents expenses for manufacturing core and coils which are both
affected by a change in core cross section.

Fig. 7.4: Relationship of maximum loss ratio pmax and excitation flux density
At first, an excitation ratio b is defined describing the relationship of rated flux density
B^ rated and the adapted flux density B^ adpt, which is reciprocally proportional to the ratio of
the core cross:
b

B̂adpt AFe, rated

ˆ
AFe, adpt
B
rated

sin gle phase



mCore, rated
mCore, adpt

.

(7.14)

In a second step, the excitation ratio b is used to compute the adapted core manufacturing
cost CMCadpt, 3 for the reference transformer (7.15). Core mass mCore and core cross section
AFe are proportional to each other due to the single phase setup (compare equation (7.14)).
CMCadpt, 3  CS 3
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b
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Similar to (7.2), the manufacturing cost of the mixed core design CMCadpt, 12 can be
calculated as follows:
CMCadpt, 3  CMCadpt, 12
mCore, rated
b

CS 3 



a

mCore, rated
b

 a  CS 1  1  a   CS 2 

.

(7.16)

CS 3  CS 2
CS 1  CS 2

The costs for mixed and reference core must still be equal and the definition of the grade
ratio a remains the same compared to section 7.1.
There is no difference in winding manufacturing costs WMC of mixed and reference design due to their identical geometry. However, a modification of core cross section also
changes its peripheral length S, while a circular cross section of the radius rrated/adpt is assumed:
b

ACore, rated
ACore, adpt



2
rrated
π
S
2π  rrated
 rated 
 b.
2
radpt  π
Sadpt 2π  radpt

(7.17)

The copper mass mCu of the windings is proportional dependent on the peripheral length
S. The cross section of the used copper wire of the windings remains unchanged because
the rated power of all transformer designs is the same. Hence, the adapted winding manufacturing cost relies on the square root of the excitation ratio b:
WMCadpt  CCu  1.25 

mCu
.
b

(7.18)

Again, a factor of 1.25 approximates the expenses for labor.
Next to the initial cost of the transformer, the no-load losses affected by a change in geometry need to be discussed. The adapted no-load losses for reference and mixed core
design (P3, adpt and P12, adpt) are estimated with the specific total loss of the applied steel
grades leading to the following descriptions (compare subsection 7.1.1):
P3, adpt 

mCore, adpt
b

P

S3

ˆ)
(B



(7.19)

and
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P12, adpt 

mCore, adpt
b

 a  P ( Bˆ )  ( 1  a )  P
S1

S2



ˆ) .
(B

(7.20)

Similar to the initial cost of the windings, the adapted load losses Pk, adpt of mixed and
reference setup are equal. They depend mainly on the AC resistance of the windings which
is supposed to be proportional to peripheral length S of the core cross section (7.17) leading to the relationship:
RAC, adpt  RAC, rated

Sadpt
Srated



RAC, rated
b

.

(7.21)

Finally, the adapted load losses Pk, adpt are computed with the rated load current Iload in
equation (7.22).
2
Pk, adpt  I load


RAC, rated
b

(7.22)

All components of the TCO can now be approximated as a function of chosen steel grades
and adapted transformer geometry, which is carried out in the next section.

7.2.2

Selection of different steel grades based on TCO

The TCO is computed for the entire flux density range and all possible steel quality combinations as used for the maximum loss ratio determination in Fig. 7.4. In this first approach, core losses are approximated analytically as introduced in subsection 7.1.1.
Fig. 7.5 illustrates the TCO as a function of the IC for the best economic transformer designs which are indicated by values around the minimum of the TCO curve. This method
is state of the art and explained in [24]. The different designs are named with letters and
sorted by the loss ratio p stated in Table 7.3.
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Fig. 7.5: TCO of mixed core and reference core design as function of IC based on the
analytic approach

Table 7.3: Selected mixed core designs

Design

Name
PS1

Name
PS2

Name
PS3

Excitation ratio
b

Grade ratio
a (%)

Loss ratio
p (%)

A

C110-23

C127-23

C110-27

0.82

94.74

11.99

B

C110-23

C127-23

C110-27

0.85

94.74

11.52

C

C110-23

C127-23

C110-27

0.88

94.74

10.52

D

C110-23

C127-23

C110-27

0.91

94.74

9.83

E

C110-23

C127-23

C110-27

0.94

94.74

8.19

F

C110-23

C127-23

C110-27

0.97

94.74

6.46

G

C110-23

C127-23

C110-27

1.00

94.74

4.00

H

C103-27

C165-35

C150-30

1.03

35.40

1.68

This table also gives further information about applied steel grade combinations, excitation ratio b and grade ratio a. The transformer designs A to G consist of the same steel
grade combinations and the same grade ratio a. Despite their change in geometry represented by the excitation ratio, they equal combination 1 of the previous investigation with
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a constant excitation. A different combination of steel qualities is only found for the design H. Similar to the preceding section 7.2.1, the core losses are determined based on FE
simulation of each transformer design followed by post-processing operations.

7.2.3

Validation with FE simulation

The selected options for transformer designs A to H in Table 7.3 are modeled in the FE
software, and their core losses are calculated, delivering more accurate results than the
analytic approach demonstrated by loss ratio comparison in Fig. 7.6. The core losses generate life cycle costs and therefore an inaccuracy in loss determination also affects the
value of the TCO to choose the most appropriate transformer design.

Fig. 7.6: Comparison of loss ratio p for FE simulation and analytic approach
The FE simulation usually shows a higher loss ratio p despite for the design H. Although
there are deviations between the analytic and FE approach to determine core losses, the
selected designs A to H still cover the minimum TCO as demonstrated in Fig. 7.7.
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Fig. 7.7: TCO of mixed core and reference core design based on FE approach
The best solution is design F with the lowest TCO and a loss ratio p of 9.54 %. It is close
to setup G and E due to their almost identical designs despite a small difference in excitation ratio of +/- 3 % (compare Table 7.3). Initial and life cycle costs contribute differently
to the TCO depending on each design.
Fig. 7.8 displays the TCO of reference and mixed core designs for all eight options. The
brighter parts of each bar represent the IC which are below 10 % of the TCO. The major
part of them indicated by the middle section of each column are created by load losses
whereas the upper darker parts symbolize no-load loss costs. The design options A to E
deliver lower costs generated by no-load losses than the best solution F. However, their
excitation ratio is lower which represents a bigger core cross section and therefore more
electrical steel in the core and more copper in the windings are required for these setups.
Both provoke an increase in IC and costs produced by load losses which explain the higher
TCO of options A to E. On the other hand, the solutions G and H have higher excitation
ratios leading to lower IC and load loss related costs. However, these two designs show
an increase in no-load losses which is the reason for a rise of the TCO. Finally, the TCO
is a superposition of geometry and material corresponding costs. The parameter c in
Fig. 7.8 indicates the cost ratio of the mixed core approach compared to each reference
setup. Although the cost ratios for the designs A to E are higher, the design F is the most
cost effective solution of all. Nevertheless, the TCO is superior criterion concerning all
eight options. Although the cost ratio value of design F is only 1.66 %, this percentage
equals almost 10 % of the initial cost of the transformer. The new mixed core design offers
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the possibility to save approximately 10 % of the purchase price over the lifetime of the
transformer.

Fig. 7.8: TCO of mixed and reference core design
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Conclusion

The simulation of core losses of power transformers and the investigation of new core
design concepts are the main focus of this work. The core loss determination combines a
FE simulation with a post-processing loss calculation. It is based on a detailed FE model
of the entire active part of the transformer in ANSYS Maxwell 2016 and a post-processing
algorithm implemented in MATLAB. Four different transformers are analyzed by comparing their simulated and measured core losses. Detailed blueprints, test certificates and
a steel sheet sample of the material used in the core for each transformer were provided
by the manufacturer. Nevertheless, there was an uncertainty in comparability of provided
samples and electrical steel used for core manufacturing; only for one single phase transformer, sample and core material could be approved. In case of this single phase transformer, simulated and measured losses show a good agreement. Hence, the combination
of FE simulation and post-processing loss calculation offers the possibility to determine
core losses in power transformers during design stage. Based on this approach, the effect
of a mixed core design on no-load losses is investigated. A mixed core consists of two
different steel grades whereas a reference core for comparison is made of only one steel
quality. However, the core manufacturing cost for both are the same which defines the
steel grade selection and their ratio in the entire core. Next to the combination of different
steel qualities, the transformer excitation by means of the average flux density in the core
is changed leading to an adaptation in core cross section. In order to find appropriate steel
grade combinations and useful core cross sections, loss reduction caused by the mixed
core design is approximated analytically with a MATLAB program. The results are the
input to the FE simulation and the post-processing algorithm which is more realistic than
the analytic approximation. If an excitation change between 1.35 T and 1.7 T is considered, a loss reduction of more than 10 % can be achieved by the mixed core design concept
compared to the corresponding reference core setup. A further criterion is the total cost of
ownership including purchase price and life cycle costs for the customer. Life cycle costs
of a transformer are capitalized losses over its lifetime which is assumed to be 40 years in
this work. It turned out, that the total cost of ownership is significantly lower for the mixed
core design leading to cost savings of almost 10 % of the former purchase price during
the time the transformer is in service.
Another important part of this thesis is dedicated to the measurement of magnetic properties orthogonal to the sheet plane. A new measurement device, the normal direction tester,
to study electrical steel with flux applied in normal direction is developed. The
homogeneity of the flux density in the steel sheet samples and a negligible leakage flux
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are proved by an FE simulation of the NDT. Especially, the generation of eddy currents
inside the steel sheet samples as part of the new measurement setup and the ability to
gauge magnetic properties orthogonal to the sheet plane are analyzed in detail. It becomes
apparent that specific losses in normal direction cannot be determined due to their dependence on the sample geometry. The BH-curve in normal direction shows an almost
linear relationship of magnetic field versus flux density and a considerably small relative
permeability value of approximately 30 for different steel qualities. Simulations of core
losses in power transformers can be improved using measurement results of the NDT because up to now only characteristics of the trans-rolling direction are implemented to describe magnetic properties in normal direction [27].
Another topic of the thesis is a new hysteresis model for electrical steel. It relies on measured hysteresis curves from minor to major loops. The data analysis is implemented in a
MATLAB program which creates a hysteresis model for a variety of different electrical
steels. Although the model requires detailed measurements, the transfer from time to frequency domain delivers a significant data reduction. Finally, less than 15 % of the former
measured data amount is needed for a good reproduction of the magnetic field as a
function of arbitrary flux density amplitudes. In comparison to the linear interpolation of
the magnetic field in time domain, the new model shows better results, especially for saturating fields. In this work this new hysteresis model is used to determine three different
magnetization curves for the characterization of magnetic properties in FE software.
Outline of future work
The normal direction tester as new measurement device delivers BH-curve characterizing
magnetic properties of electrical steel orthogonal to the sheet plane which could be used
to simulate flux density and magnetic field distribution in FE models of step-lap joints.
The contribution of hysteresis and excess losses to the specific total losses can be investigated with a low excitation frequency decreasing the distortion of flux density by eddy
currents to an acceptable minimum. Since the flux density can be assumed to be homogeneous, hysteresis and excess losses do not depend on the sample size and they can be
calculated as stated in [43]. After adapting the frequency to values utilized in power systems, losses generated by the flux in normal direction can be determined in an FE model
as the sum of eddy current losses computed with the eddy current distribution plus hysteresis and excess losses.
According to the mixed core design concept, a more overall steel grade database of
possible steel qualities including more reliable price information can be implemented
which may lead to better steel grade combinations. Assumptions for material costs and
labor expenses should be replaced by approved price information of all transformer components to improve the total cost of ownership calculation as a criterion to select the best
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transformer design option. Nonetheless, the method to determine specific prices and labor
expenses in this work seems to be realistic. However, a transformer manufacturer has such
data available and is, therefore, able to implement a mixed core design concept. The
environmental cost of transformer losses as introduced in [28] could be carried out in the
total cost of ownership calculation. Furthermore, transformers including three phase applications must be investigated leading to improvements in the core loss simulation approach by means of rotational power losses [25, 26] and magnetic anisotropy of electrical
steel. In a future step, the mixed core design needs to be verified by measurements on real
transformers and the impact of the new design method on noise emission of transformers
must be considered [13].
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A

Measurement setup

A.1

Graphic user interface (GUI)

The software controlling the measurement procedure of electrical steel’s properties runs
on a usual PC and is based on MATLAB. There are three different interfaces which guide
the user through the measurement preparation and provide feedback about the measurement progress. Fig. A-1 shows the first one termed “Measurement Device & Sample
Specifications”. The user can choose between different measurement devices and adapt
its parameters. Furthermore, the settings of steel sheet sample, the gain for the four quadrant chopper and variables for signal processing can be defined.

Fig. A-1: Measurement device and sample specifications
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In the next step of the procedure, the steel sheet sample is demagnetized to avoid an erroneous measurement due to remanence. Fig. A-2 illustrates the “Demagnetization” GUI
with its adjustable parameters in the upper half and a preview window for the generated
voltage signal plus a figure for the measured voltage slope in the lower half.

Fig. A-2: Parameters for demagnetization
The main tasks to measure magnetic properties of electrical steel are implemented in the
GUI shown in Fig. A-3. Red rectangles indicate different working areas of the interface.
The user can select measurement parameters like frequency and polarization ranges in
section I. Part II contains the settings of the controller for a sinusoidal secondary voltage
and section III delivers calculated values of the latest measurement. Additionally, there
are five graphs which display the demagnetization voltage slope (1), the measured primary
current and secondary voltage (2) as well as the already gauged hysteresis curves in the
applied polarization range. The graphs 5 and 6 express the controller progress by the relative error of the required polarization amplitude and the THD of the secondary voltage.
The magnetic measurement software offers the possibility to gauge magnetic characteristics of electrical steel with three different measurement devices in an arbitrary frequency
and polarization range automatically. After each polarization and frequency step all measured and calculated results plus the entire settings are stored in a separate file on the hard
drive of the PC and can be used for further analysis.
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I

Fig. A-3: Magnetic measurement software

II

2

III
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A.2

Datasheets

A.2.1

Data acquisition and signal generation unit

Fig. A-4: Data acquisition and signal generation unit, Data Translation DT9847
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A.2.2

Power supply

Fig. A-5: Power supply, Servowatt DCP 520/30
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A.2.3

Galvanic separation

Fig. A-6: Galvanic separation, Knick VariTrans A 26000
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A.3

Transfer ratios and calibration

The measurement system introduced in chapter 3.1 includes two analog input channels
for a current and a voltage signal. The transfer ratios of both inputs must be determined
reliably. Fig. A-7 illustrates the test setup for the transfer ratio determination. The measurement device is a SST equipped with an arbitrary steel sheet sample. A power meter
LMG 500 [10] works as reference. All other components of the setup are the same as
explained in chapter 3.1. The transfer ratio describes the entire signal path, beginning at
the analog source including voltage divider or shunt resistor, passing the A/D converters
and finally reaching software calculations. Each path is influenced differently by the chain
of signal processing. The voltage divider mainly affects the ratio of the voltage path and
the shunt resistor plays the same role for the current path. Nonetheless, all steps in each
signal chain must be considered.
Measurement device

U2

Power meter
LMG 500

Voltage divider
A

V

D

N2

N1

A
RShunt
Automatic
fuse

A

D

Control
logic
&
USB
interface

PC

I1

A
D
Four quadrant
chopper
(DCP 520/30)

Galvanic separation
(VariTrans A 26000)

Data acquisition and signal
generation unit (DT9847)

Fig. A-7: Test setup for transfer ratio determination and calibration
A comparison of measurements obtained by software and power meter define each transfer ratio. Table A-1 gives the voltage ratio determination based on five measurements
while a ratio of 0.8:1 is assumed in the MATLAB GUI. The current transfer ratio is concluded in Table A-2 whereas again five repetitions are performed and the ratio in the GUI
is supposed to be of 1:1.
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Table A-1: Determination of the transfer ratio for the voltage signal path

Number

LMG 500
U2 in V

MATLAB GUI
U2 in V

Transfer ratio

1

3.027

3.021

0.798

2

3.029

3.023

0.798

3

3.027

3.021

0.798

4

3.025

3.019

0.798

5

3.028

3.022

0.798

Average:

0.798 : 1

Table A-2: Determination of the transfer ratio for the current signal path

Number

LMG 500
I1 in mA

MATLAB GUI
I1 in mA

Transfer ratio

1

25.78

25.75

1.00

2

26.09

25.96

1.00

3

26.00

25.90

1.00

4

26.08

25.98

1.00

5

25.98

25.93

1.00

Average:

1:1

The average calculation of the two transfer ratios shows a negligible deviation and both
average values are used to characterize the signal path of the voltage and the current signal
respectively.
According to [70] the calibration of the active power requires a measurement uncertainty
0.5 %. In this work, the deviation of active power gauged by the measurement setup and
recorded by the power meter as reference approximates the uncertainty of the setup (compare Fig. A-7). Table A-3 demonstrates the relative deviation in active power measurements from small to high polarization values.
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Table A-3: Approximation of measurement uncertainty in gauged active power
Polarization
^
J in T

LMG 500
P in mW

MATLAB GUI
P in mW

0.10

0.775

0.775

0.00

0.25

4.310

4.306

-0.09

0.50

15.705

15.699

-0.04

0.75

34.146

34.091

-0.16

1.00

57.550

57.569

0.03

1.25

89.002

89.007

0.01

1.50

130.962

130.876

-0.07

1.68

182.910

182.841

-0.04

1.73

204.570

204.659

0.04

1.84

266.200

266.133

-0.03

Deviation
in %

The approximation delivers a highest deviation of -0.16 %. Hence, it is assumed that the
measurement setup fullfills the requirements stated in the standard IEC 60404-3 [70].
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B

Tables and measured data

B.1

Test certificate of transformer T1

Fig. B-1: Test certificate of single phase transformer T1
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B.2

Measured steel sheet data

In this work, several electrical steel grades are investigated; maximum, inductive and resistive BH-curves plus a PS-curve (compare chapter 4) characterize their magnetic properties. Table B-1 explains which steel grade is used in which application and Fig. 2 to
Fig. 5 illustrate the BH- and PS-curves.
Table B-1: Relationship of steel grade and application

Steel grade

Application

Chapter

23ZH85

SST

3,4 and 6

C165-35

SST, T1, T2 and
T3

3,4 and 6

H103-27

NDT

5

M140-27

T4

6

Fig. B-2: maximum BH-curves of applied electrical steel grades
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Fig. B-3: inductive BH-curves of applied electrical steel grades

Fig. B-4: resistive BH-curves of applied electrical steel grades
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Fig. B-5: Specific total loss curves of applied electrical steel grades
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D

Nomenclature

a

Grade ratio

A

Assigned cost of no-load losses per watt

A1

Part of core cross section made of better steel grade

m2

A2

Part of core cross section made of worse steel grade

m2

ACu

Copper cross section of a winding

m2

AFe

Cross section of magnetic material

m2

AFe, adapt

Adapted core cross section

m2

AFe, rated

Rated core cross section

m2

ah

Cosine harmonic component in the magnetic field of
the order h

%
€/W

A/m

Ams

Area of a SST sample’s middle section

AC

Alternating Current

A/D

Analog/Digital converter

B

Magnetic flux density

T

b

Excitation ratio

1

BF

Building factor

1

bh

Cosine harmonic component in the magnetic field of
the order h

m2

A/m

Bms

Flux density in the middle section of a SST sample

T

BR

Remanent flux density / Remanence

T

BS

Saturation flux density

T

B̄

Average flux density value

T

^

Magnetic flux density amplitude

T

^

Rated flux density amplitude

T

^

Badpt

Adapted flux density amplitude

T

C

Initial cost of energy

c

Cost ratio

χm

Magnetic susceptibility

C0

Hysteresis loss parameter

B
Brated

€/kWh
%
1
(A m4)/(kg s)
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(A m3)/(V0.5 kg)

C1

Excess / Anomalous loss parameter

CCu

Specific price of copper

€/kg

CMC

Core manufacturing cost

€

CMC12

Mixed core manufacturing cost

€

CMC3

Reference core manufacturing cost

€

CMCadpt, 12

Manufacturing cost of adapted mixed core

€

CMCadpt, 3

Manufacturing cost of adapted reference core

€

cp

Proportional constant for eddy current loss approximation

1

CS

Specific price

€/kg

CS1

Specific price of better steel grade

€/kg

CS2

Specific price of worse steel grade

€/kg

CS3

Specific price of reference steel grade

€/kg

Cy/2

Cost of energy at mid-life of a transformer

d

Thickness

m

dplastic

Thickness of plastic layer

m

dsheet

Thickness of steel sheet

m

δ

Relative flux density deviation

%

DC

Direct Current

E

Electric field strength

EMC

Electromagnetic Compatibility

EPF

Epstein Frame

f

Frequency

FF

Form Factor

FE

Finite Element

FEA

Finite Element Analysis

FEM

Finite Element Method

G4qc

Four-quadrant chopper gain

1

γ

Relative standard deviation

%

GSU

Generator Step-up Transformer

GUI

Graphic User Interface
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V/m

Hz
1
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H

Magnetic field strength

h

Order of harmonic component

H1

Fundamental of the magnetic field strength

A/m

HC

Magnetic coercivity

A/m

hN

Height of a winding

m

HL

Inductive magnetic field strength value

hmax

Maximum number of harmonic orders

1

HR

Resistive magnetic field strength value

A/m

H

Magnetic field strength amplitude

A/m

H̄

Average magnetic field strength

A/m

HVDC

High Voltage Direct Current

I

Current

A

i

Finite element / point index

1

Iµ, real

Real part of magnetization current

A

Iµ, im

Imaginary part of magnetization current

A

I1

Primary current

A

I1, 1

Fundamental of primary current

A

I1, 3

Third harmonic of primary current

A

I1, im

Imaginary part of primary current

A

I1, real

Real part of primary current

A

IC

Initial Cost

€

IEC

Eddy current

A

Iload

Load current

A

ISC

Short circuit current

A

J

Polarization

T

JI

Current density

J^

Magnetic polarization amplitude

T

J sat

Saturation polarization

T

j

Sampling index

1

k

Average loading during life time

1

^

^

A/m
1

A/m

A/m2
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KP

Proportional action coefficient

L

Inductance

l

Length

m

lCu

Length of copper wire

m

lFe

Magnetic path length

m

Lm

Main inductance

Vs/A

Lσ1

Leakage inductance

Vs/A

M

Magnetization

m

Mass

µ

Magnetic permeability

Vs/Am

µ0

Absolute permeability

Vs/Am

µdiff

Differential permeability

Vs/Am

µr

Relative permeability

ma

Active mass

kg

mCore

Core mass

kg

mCore, rated

Rated core mass

kg

mCu

Copper mass

kg

mPs1

Core mass made of better steel grade

kg

mPs2

Core mass made of worse steel grade

kg

mPs3

Core mass made of reference steel grade

kg

msample

Sample mass

kg

MSL

Multi-Step Lap

n

Controller cycle index

1

N

Number of turns in a winding

1

N1

Number of turns in primary winding

1

N2

Number of turns in secondary winding

1

NHV

Number of turns in High Voltage winding

1

NLV

Number of turns in Low Voltage winding

1

NS

Number of samples

1

NDT

Normal Direction Tester

oh

Operating hours per year
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ɷ

Angular frequency

p

Loss ratio

%

P0

No load losses

W

P12

Mixed core losses

W

P12, adpt

Adapted mixed core losses

W

P3

Reference core losses

W

P3, adpt

Adapted reference core losses

W

Pcalculated

Calculated core losses

W

PCore

Core losses

W

PEC

Eddy current loss

W

Pelement

Power loss of a finite the element

W

Pentire

Entire losses

W

Pestimated

Estimated core losses

W

Pk

Load losses

W

Pk, adpt

Adapted load losses

W

Pmeasured

Measured core losses

W

PS

Specific total loss

W/kg

PS, EC

Specific eddy current loss

W/kg

PS, EX

Specific excess / anomalous loss

W/kg

PS, H

Specific hysteresis loss

W/kg

PS1

Specific total loss of better steel grade

W/kg

PS2

Specific total loss of worse steel grade

W/kg

PS3

Specific total loss of reference steel grade

W/kg

PSC

Short circuit direct power

p1 to p4

Points of a finite the element

Φ

Magnetic flux

q

Number of finite elements

R

Resistance

Ω

r

Discount rate for the investment per year

%

RAC

AC resistance

Ω

RAC, adpt

Adapted AC resistance

Ω

1/s

W
Vs
1
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radpt

Radius of adapted core cross section

m

RDevice

Input resistance of the measurement device

Ω

RFe

Equivalent core loss resistance

Ω

Rm

Magnetic resistance

rrated

Radius of rated core cross section

m

RShunt

Shunt resistor

Ω

ρ

Mass density

kg/m3

ρCu

Specific resistance of copper

RMS

Root Mean Square

s

Number of steel grade combination

σ

Electric conductivity

Sadapt

Peripheral length of adapted core cross section

SR

Rated power

Srated

Peripheral length of rated core cross section

SS

Specific apparent power

SSC

Short circuit apparent power

SSL

Single-Step Lap

SST

Single Sheet Tester

T

Cycle time / Period

s

t

Time

s

Δt

Simulation time step

s

TC

Controller cycle time

s

TCO

Total Cost of Ownership

€

THD

Total Harmonic Distortion

TI

Reset time

Θ

Magneto-motive force

T1

Transformer 1

T2

Transformer 2

T3

Transformer 3

T4

Transformer 4

U

Voltage
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A/Vs

Ωm
1
Ωm
m
VA
m
VA/kg
VA

%
s
A

V
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U2

Secondary voltage

V

U2, n

Measured secondary voltage of cycle n

V

U2, ref

Reference secondary voltage

V

Uh

Harmonic voltage component of order h

V

UHV

Voltage of High Voltage winding

V

ULV

Voltage of Low Voltage winding

V

V

Volume

v

Magnetic voltage

Velement

Volume of a finite the element

VBA

Visual Basic

w

Width

m

WMC

Winding manufacturing cost

€

WMCadpt

Adapted winding manufacturing cost

€

WS

Specific work

X

Assigned cost per watt

y

Assumed transformer life time

a

yn

Controller output variable

1

yn ´

Improved controller output variable

1

z

Annual increase of energy price

2D

Two dimensional

3D

Three dimensional

m3
A
m3

Ws/kg
€/W

%
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